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NEWS NOTES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sciences together with the College of
Education and Human Development
and an afternoon event for the College
of Business and Public Administration
along with the College of Science,
Mathematics and Technology. A
barbecue is scheduled between and
overlapping the two events.

Founder's Day awards

Showalter Auditorium has a new old look
·The restoration of Showalter
Auditorium - five years in the
planning and less than one year in
construction - was completed in
time for Founder's Day on April 3.
The auditorium has a new old
look. It was refurbished to its
original 1915 appearance, but with
a state-of-the art sound and
acoustic system and heating and
ventilation system.
Through the years, the
auditorium endured stages of
modernization as the facility's use
moved from the staging of
theatrical productions to showing
silent movies, sound films and
lectures - with the original design
elements painted over, covered by

Scholarship drive success
Always aware of the burden rising
higher education costs have on
students, Eastern began a Students First
scholarship campaign last year, seeking
donations for scholarships from faculty,
staff, administrators and members of
Eastern's various boards. That campaign
was extended into the community as a
Partnership with Eastern campaign.
The results have been wonderful.
With pledges of $745,601, this
translates into a scholarship payout for
Eastern students in 1997-98 of
$444,528. This compares to the
$249,993 Eastern was .able to award in
scholarships in 1996-97 - a 78 percent
increase!

•

drapes and otherwise amended.
The $2.7 million restoration
(funds from the state Legislature
for building improvements)
allowed the university to turn the
631-seat auditorium once again
into an aesthetically pleasing and
classic performing arts center. The
wrought iron of the seats has been
duplicated, and windows, drapes,
stencils and other design elements
of the 1915 construction faithfully
recreated.
"This is a beautiful facility, and
we're quite proud of it," said Rich
Gibb, director of facilities
lanning, construction and
P
maintenance.

Two Commencements planned ,
• Eastern will hold two Commencement
• ceremonies in the Pavilion on Saturday,
• June 14, instead of the traditional one
Commencement followed by a series of
• college Convocations. This change
: comes in response to student input and
• past problems with conflicting
• Convocation times-and insufficient
• facilities to appropriately house all
• events.
Each Commencement will have all
• the pomp and ceremony of the all• university Commencement and will
• allow each graduating baccalaureate
• student to be recognized individually.
•
A morning event will be held for
• the College of Letters, Arts and Social

• Several of Eastern's exceptional faculty
• and staff members were honored at
• Founder's Day on April 3.
The Trustee's Medal was presented
• to Robert Gibbs, professor of physics.
The Distinguished Service Award
• (administrative exempt) went to Paul
• Ohler, senior systems programmer,
Information Resources, and (classified
• staff) Erik Ellis, mail rater, Mail Services.
The PTI/PacificCorp Foundation
• Faculty Achievement Awards were
·
J
s all ( h
;
. given to eanne m c emistry
: biochemistry); Elizabeth Kissling
. (communication studies), Susan
. McGinty (English), Patricia Nemetz· Mills (management) and William
. Williams (education).

.
·
:
·
.
.

New faces and positions

John M. Schleede Jr. was named dean
of the EWU College of Business and
Public Administration effective July 1.
Schleede, associate dean of the College
of Business Administration at Central
• Michigan University, replaces Elroy
• McDermott, wh.o served as interim
• dean since 1994 and will return to his
faculty position of professor of
• marketing this summer.
.·
Phil Akers was·named associate vice
• president for Development and
• executive director of the EWU
• Foundation in January. He had been
• regional director of development with
• Washington State University-Spokane
: since 1994 and director of annual
• giving at Gonzaga University, 1987-94 ·
Leo Simpson was named the
• Distinguished Professor of
• Entrepreneurship in Eastern's College of
• Business and Public Administration this
• winter. A professor of management at
• Eastern since 1977, he and his students
• have scored at the top in the nation in
• the National Small Business Institute
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•
•
•
•

competition, and in 1996 he was one
of only two people from 500
universities in the nation chosen to be
a national fellow in the SBI.

Ursula Hegi on Oprah
• Ursula Hegi of Eastern's creative writing
• faculty appeared on Oprah's Book Club
• on The Oprah Winfrey Show in April.
Hegi and her book Stones from the
• River were featured on the program.

National design award
• John Paxson, lead graphics designer,
EWU Office of Communication
• Services, this spring was awarded a
• Bronze Medal from the Council for the
• Advancement and Support of
: Education (CASE) in the national
Designer of the Year competition. (Ihe
• Gold went to a designer at Brigham
: Young.)
CASE is one of the nation's largest
• education associations, representing
• 3,000 colleges, universities and
• independent schools, with
• approximately 15,000 members.

EWU receives COPS grant
• Eastern received a $150,000 federal
· Community-Oriented Policing Services
. (COPS) grant this winter, enabling the
• university to hire two additional police
• officers, at least one of whom will
• participate in a community-oriented
• policing project. The officers were hired
• in February, bringing to eight the
• number of officers employed at Eastern· ·
A SCOPE (Sheriff's Commum·ty
• o · ted p li Enf
t) ffi will
• nen
ce
orcemen
ce
• open at the Pence Union Building,
: staffed by EWU officers, city of Cheney

°

°

: Police and Spokane Sheriff's officers.

100 Teachers of the Month
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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This April Eastern's Department of
Education selected its 100th Teacher of
the Month - Kenneth VanSickle,
history/social studies teacher at
University High School in Spokane.
Since 1987, K-12 students from
throughout the region have been
nominating their special teachers for
this award, which includes gifts from
sponsors and publicity in the news
media. In April a reception was held at
the Spokane Club to honor these 100
teachers who have made a difference in
the lives of their students.

•••••••••••••••••••••

Water Water Everywhere ...
Nature's fury hits the Inland Northwest

by John Soennichsen

S

o what's going on around here,
anyway?
Record rains last fall, a destructive
ice storm in November, phenomenal
snow pack in the mountains. And
now, in the spring of '97, much of the
Northwest is witnessing floods like we
haven't seen in decades.
The effect on communities
throughout the Northwest has been
dramatic. As homeowners scramble to
deal with rising rivers and flooded
basements, a good many city and
county officials have begun to rethink
policies which allowed construction
and development in areas that are now
under water. But long before the rest of
us grabbed shovels and sandbags and
set out to control the damage, experts
like meteorologist Bob Quinn, professor
of geography at Eastern, had already
seen the writing on the wall.
When Quinn talks, people listen.
For a number of years he has served as
an adviser to the Spokane County Air
Pollution<f=ontrol Authority,
monitoring the direction, speed and
loft of wind in the Inland Northwest
and advising as to when grass burning
should and shouldn't take place. (See
Trouble in the Fields, Fall '96 Perspective.)
Quinn also was recently appointed by
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Secretary Dan Glickman to a two-year
term on the U.S.D.A. Task Force on
Agricultural Air Quality Research. The
taskforce will advise the secretary on
pending changes in the Clean Air Act
and potential impact on agriculture.
So, when Quinn said last winter
that we'd see big-time flooding this
spring, you could believe him.
"It became pretty clear," he
explains, "when we watched just how
fast the snowpack was increasing. At
that point, the flood gates were opened
at dams all across the West. We've been
spilling water as fast as we can in
anticipation of this event, and the
reservoirs are still full."
Snowpack totals were nothing short
of astounding this year. Remote
monitoring sites consistently showed
an all-time high level of water content
in the snow (anywhere from 130 to
1800/4 of normal). And while it's not all
that unusual to see levels at 150% in
December or January- towards the

•
•

•

•
•
:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•

start of winter - those numbers
generally drop as the season goes on. If
they remain high clear into spring, it's
a pretty good bet that spring runoff will
create a major flood event.
"Snowpacks act as a sponge," says
Quinn, "and they do a good job of it
for a while. But only for so long.':
The melt-off of snow from lowelevation
snowpacks began
in late March, as
did the flooding
which made frontpage headlines and
dinner-hour
telecasts. But as far
as high-elevation
snowpacks go, the
speed at which
they melt is going
Dr. B b qu·
0
to depend on the
·
inn
weather we get in May and June.
"If we see only a few warm spells
and predominately cool nights through
the rest of spring," says Quinn, "then

•
•
:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

• season (October to March) was one of
• the wettest in Spokane history.
"Since mid-winter," says Quinn,
• "we were on pace with the 1973-'74
• season, when 17.65 inches of liquid
• precipitation fell from October through
• March, making it the wettest fall/winter
• season in recorded history. By the end
• of March 1997, however, the total was
• 17.45, which virtually equaled the
: record. (Equally impressive is the fact
• that the normal figure for an entire year
• in Spokane is around 16.5 inches!)
So, why weren't there floods of this
• magnitude in 1973-'74?
"Because," says Quinn, "we had
• been in a drought pattern for the years
• leading up to that season. Ponds,
• marshes and lakes had been at low
• levels or dry for a few years, which gave
• the water somewhere to go."
Another drought hit the region
• from 1985 to about 1993, but then we
• entered a moderately wetter phase,
• which refilled our ponds and lakes. So,
• this time around, the record levels of
• '96-'97 are following an already wet
• winter during the previous season ('95• '96.)
"On top of all that," adds Quinn,
• "we had a fairly cool summer in '96."
• This means that evaporation rates were
there will be only moderate flooding
• lower during the hottest months of the
on smaller rivers - the Spokane, St.
• year.
Joe, Pend Oreille and others. Even so,
In case you thought we'd avoid
• mentioning that perennial pest, El
they're likely to run at or above flood
stage well into June."
• Nifio, no such luck. An El Nifio
That's the optimistic view.
• situation is one in which storm tracks
If we begin to see significant
• split, with half going north and half
warming or excessive rainy periods in
• going south. Normally, these leave us
late May and early June, then look out, • high and dry, and are blamed more
warns Quinn • often for droughts than flooding. But
significant flooding
• now and then - about once every four
will occur.
• El Nifios - the southerly storm tracks
Although the
• clip the Inland Northwest and we get a
immediate concern • large amount of rain. Meteorologists
of most people will : call this (what else?) a wet El Nifio. And
be to deal with the • this is what happened in '94-'95.
current flooding,
There's no magic in long-range
it's nevertheless a
• forecasting, says Quinn. "It's essentially
useful exercise to
• a mix of art and science. Some people
analyze why it has • use an empirical method, where they
• look at past trends. I use the dynamic
and will continue
to occur in the
: approach, which is to look at North
months to come. Quinn has answers
• Pacific water temperatures to make my
for that as well.
• predictions. If the temps are strongly
To begin with, it wasn't our
• warm or cold, it tends to set up certain
imagination - the 1996-,'97 fall/winter • patterns."
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The problem with weather pattern
cycles, he adds, is that_they don't satisfy
the statistical law of averages.
"It's not like flipping a coin," says
Quinn, "where after a few heads, you
might expect to see a tail. Usually,
when you see one wet year, you see a
series of wet years. The same is true
with drought years."
So, what happened to the notion
of 30-, SO- and 100-year floods? The
last major flood event was in the winter
of '73-'7 4, just a little over 20 years ago.
"It's true," says Quinn, "what we
used to call 30-year events are now
becoming 10- and 20-year events. And
it's largely because of the way we've
changed the nature of the land surface
and the system by which we deliver the
water. We've paved our environment,
run water through pipes and channels
and logged areas where water once
passed through vegetation and soil
more slowly but now flows quickly."
Quick to agree with Quinn is Dr.
John Buchanan, professor of geology at
Eastern and a noted expert on aquifers,
particularly those of the Inland
Northwest.
"This is the second wet season
we've had after a prolonged period of
drought," says Buchanan, "and I do
think that developers and even people
in existing homes have been lulled into
a false sense of security as to the
dryness of our soils. A lot of homes got
built during that drought period and
now that we've returned to normal -

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

and above normal - levels of soil
moisture, they're finding water in their
basements and runoff through their
yards. And it's not just the abnormal
conditions we need to worry about.
Even a normal water year is going to
create problems if a home was built
where it shouldn't have been."
In a basalt plateau - which
describes much of the Inland
Northwest region - water tends to sit
above the basalt bedrock in pockets.
The ponds in Turnbull National
Wildlife Refuge are a good example of
this. Over the centuries, these pockets
have filled with a veneer of soil which
sometimes gives them the impression
of being stable, level building sites.
"But when you put a home on top
of these soils," says Buchanan, "it's a lot
like building a home in a bowl."
A lot has been written about
aquifers and the need to replenish
them and use their waters carefully.
Will the excess rains of the last few
years help recharge Northwest systems?
Not necessarily, says Buchanan.
"The degree to which a return to
wetter winters and springs will help an
aquifer is largely a function of the type
of aquifer you're talking about," he
says. "Generally speaking, a lot of rain
and snowmelt sets up a good aquifer
recharge situation. Through-flowing or
water table aquifers like that in the
Spokane Valley will be recharged and
provide plenty of water for the coming
year. But, remember, a through-flowing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•

aquifer is not a storage system, so it's
not like we're putting any of this away
for use in the distant future. As far as
deep and confined aquifers go - like
those around Cheney - they won't
really benefit much because they are
recharged on a more limited basis."
As for the region's problems with
flooding, most of this is associated with
shallow or surface aquifers, which were
already carrying all the water they
could when the spring snowmelt
began. When they can't carry any
more, it appears in puddles in your
yard or seeps into your basement.
The types of soils in certain regions
also play a role in the ability of water
to drain down, flow through or just sit
there in a puddle.
"Palouse soil is fine-grained and
silty," Buchanan explains, "and it often
sits right on top of basalt rock. Because
this soil's nature is to retain a lot of
moisture and because the water which
collects has no place to flow
downward, it just sits there until it
evaporates."
-And that, says Buchanan, is
certainly no place to be building
anything. So why are so many
developments located precisely where
water settles in wet years, such as
Spokane's West Plains area?
There are numerous ·reasons, says
Dr. Fred Hurand, professor of urban
and regional planning at Eastern.
Hurand is one member of a team from
Eastern that worked with two Eastern
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• Washington communities last fall on
• flood mitigation programs. (See story,
· · page 5). A key reason why
• developments are often found in areas
• of surface aquifers is simply that the
• events which form these pools of
• standing water have historically
• occurred only once or twice over long
• periods of time. The danger of flooding
• is therefore unlikely to be high on the
• list of factors considered when allowing
• development.
Hurand does believe we will see less
• intensive development on flood plains
• in the future, partly because of
: environmental legislation and the
• growth management act.
"That doesn't mean we will
• regulate everybody out of these spaces,
• but we will probably see more
: sensitivity in planning for them.
• Possibly some low density development
• will still be allowed on the higher levels
• of flood plains, but I would suspect
• many communities will begin looking
• to other uses for areas prone to
• flooding - parks, open space and the
• like."
It will be more difficult, however,
• to deal with areas of standing water
• such as experienced in the Spokane
• area and the region commonly called
• the Scablands.
"The problem is that many of these
• areas are not technically flood plains,"
• explains Hurand, "and only some of
• them can even be called wetlands. That
• makes it difficult to apply existing

1997

legislation to prohibit construction.
When structures are already there, it's
even more difficult to do something
about it; after all, you can't just pick
them up and move them. But there are
ways to make
existing structures more
11
flood proof.
Another solution is for residents
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Don't let your
6ummer Uly by...
... without looking into the hundreds of summer courses offered this year at
Eastern Washington University.
From the Internet to the inner mind, you'll explore whole new worlds at Eastern.
Take a sobering second look at Vietnam or kick some ash at Mt. St. Helens. Learn
how roller coaster cars stay on the track or why the Columbia River rolls on.
If you're already attending Eastern, you may want to earn some extra credits this
summer; fall quarter will go that much faster!
Whatever your status, don't let your brain cells go
dormant this summer. Let Eastern stimulate your mind
while you earn college credits.
For a free catalog, call 623-4355 or 1-Soo-999-8363.

EASTERN
WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
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Cloning:

Howwe

Gotto
Dolly
By Dr. Charles M. Her
EWU Department of Biolog

The announcement last winter of
the cloning of an adult sheep was
something virtually everyone in tht: •
world either heard or read about in
the days and weeks that followed. •
As the sdentific achievement was
followed and reported by news
media around the globe, people
•
everywhere began discussing
•
Dolly and the ramifications of
•
cloning technology. But even as a
long list of potential uses for the
•
•
· technology were proposed, other
voices were raising grave concerns •
about the threat which cloning
posed to the ethics of humanify.
Dr. Herr's essay discusses how
we arrived at the point where a
''Dolly" could be cloned, and what ·
•
the significance the technology
might offer to future generations.
11

11

n

considering the advent of "Dolly"
and all the accompanying ethical
uestions which have arisen, we
must first acknowledge that many
other technologies have existed for
years which initially provided far
greater potential for ethical dilemmas.
Nevertheless, there's no denying that
both scientists and the general public
find the successful cloning of an adult
sheep to be sensational as well as
perplexing. It brings our understanding
of this area of genetics, embryology and
cell biology full circle on a journey that
began more than 40 years ago.
The Biological Basis for Cloning
Animals are composed of cells, and

:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

within each cell is a nucleus. One of
the earliest questions posed by scientists
was: Do all the cells of an animal
contain all of the genetic information
found in the original fertilized egg?
This was first found to be true for carrot
cells and, later, other plants and
·
animals. In the 1950s, the nucleus from
a frog embryo was transferred to an egg
that had its genetic material removed.
Such eggs developed normally into
tadpoles and then frogs. The nucleus
from a cell collected from the intestine
of a tadpole worked less effectively,
often generating individuals that could
only complete part of their
development.
So, even though the nucleus was
found to contain all of the genetic
~aterial necessary to create a frog,
srmply possessing all the genetic
information is not always sufficient.
The genetic material in the nucleus had
to somehow be reprogrammed from
the way it was expressed in the
intestine cell to the way it needs to be
expressed in the egg. It was found that
a nucleus from an early embryo cell
reprogrammed easily, whereas the
nucleus from an intestine cell
reprogrammed less frequently and _
more often - incompletely.
It was well into the 1980s before
we achieved similar results for
mammalian species. Until that time, it
was nearly impossible to transfer a
nucleus into a mammallan egg without
killing it. The problem was that
mammalian eggs were tiny, in some
species so small that they could not be
seen by the unaided eye. Frog eggs are
huge by comparison.
Given the wide publicity
surrounding "Dolly," it is interesting to

• note that the f4"st cloned mammals in
the late 1980s also were sheep. Jhe
nucleus from an embryo cell - which
was transferred to an egg with its
• genetic information previously removed
- developed into a normal lamb. This
advance was so exciting to both
• scientists and businessmen that
hundreds of millions of dollars were
• invested in the attempt to
commercialize the technology.
However, the scientists in charge of
commercial development were
inefficient in the way they sequenced
the development of different
technologies necessary for• commercialization. This led to the
failure of this technology even to the
• present.
As for the possibility of cloning
adult animals, scientists in the field felt
• it would be always be impossible to
• reprogram any nucleus derived from an
• adult animal. Several studies supported
this conjecture, and the first procedures
• which made it possible to transplant a
nucleus without damaging the egg
• provided discouraging results.
•
Shortly after fertilization, an egg
has two (pro)nuclei (plural for nucleus).
• One is from the egg itself and the other
from the sperm. Before success was
• achieved with sheep, experiments were
conducted in which mouse eggs were
made to have two female (pro)nuclei,
two male (pro)nuclei or the normal one
male and one female (pro)nucleus. At
least a few of all these type of eggs
behaved normally during early
development, the two (pro)nuclei in
each egg fusing to form the single
nucleus of the egg, containing all the
• genetic information necessary to form a
normal mouse. However, only those
• eggs containing the genetic information
from a male and a female pronucleus
• could continue development to create a
• mouse. This was surprising, because all
the necessary genetic information was
• present and in the correct amounts.
Why didn't the male/male or
·• female/female pronuclei containing
eggs develop? Apparently, although the
• genetic information was present in the
right amounts, it needed to be different
in some way. The genetic material of
• the cell found in the nucleus is DNA
and it was later found that the DNA 'm
• the male and the female pronucleus
were different. This difference is now
• known as DNA methylation. A methyl
group is added to a few of the
molecules that make up the strands of
DNA, and these modifications are
different in a male and a female
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• pronucleus. Some of these methylation
modifications are carried forward each
• time a cell divides by an automatic
system. But, changes occur to the
• locations of the DNA methylations as
cells change from one type of cell to
• other types. The methylation found in
• a skin cell, for example, is different
from that of a liver cell.
In the 1980s, when the nucleus
• ~om a sheep embryo was transplanted
mto an egg with its genetic material
• removed, a lamb developed and the
first nuclear transplantation cloned
• mammal was scientific history.
Attempts at using nuclei from cells
• derived from later stage sheep cells also
worked, but only to a point. Beyond a
certain stage of development, all
• attempts failed. It was thought that
DNA methylation was the reason and
• would be an insurmountable problem.
•
Right up to the time that success
• was at last achieved, in fact, almost all
• scientists continued to believe it would
not be possible .to clone an adult
• mammal in our lifetime. Even the
scientist who succeeded in producing
"Dolly" was surprised by his results!
•
One thing is certain: Dolly changed
in a profound way our understanding
• of how mammals develop. It has also
allowed us to consider seriously the
• potential which the technology, when
• developed, has to achieve great things.
It could help to increase wool yield well
beyond what is currently available. It
could provide leaner meat from pigs
and more eggs per chicken. In short,
• the process of cloning could lead to a
• great increase in both food and fiber
• production in the world's undeveloped
• countries.
It is a certainty that the ethical
• questions will continue to be raised.
• This is the nature of scientific inquiry
and discovery. Nevertheless, the
technology which led to Dolly has the
potential for leading to some very
noble objectives!
Dr. Charles Herr is an assistant
professor of biology at Eastern. His B.S. is
• from the University of Wyoming and his
Ph.D. from Washington State University.
• Herr's major research interest lies in the
• development of early mammalian embryos.
Prior to coming to Eastern in 1994, he
• worked as a research fellow with the
Department of Biochemistry at Australian
• National University in Canberra. He also
was chief research and development
scientist at A.B. Technology in Canberra
• and an embryology consultant with
• Riverina Artificial Breeders, also an
• Australian firm.
~

• recruiter for the ELI program at Eastern.
She's also helping the recruitment efforts
• of a school in Taiwan by recommending
• recent Eastern graduates as teachers of
• English. If she realizes her dream of
• starting a school in Taiwan, she plans to
: incorporate teacher training and
• recruitment as part of the services
• offered.
How do friends and family in
• Taiwan view the globe-trotting, business• minded version of the woman who was
• once a homesick college freshman?
"Some people back in Taiwan say
: I've been Americanized," says Sophia
• with a smile, ''but I like to think I've

The
Three
Faces

of
or someone whose Eastern
education began just five years
ago, Sophia Liao is already on an
international fast track to success. Not
only is she a model student, but a
highly regarded teacher and a
phenomenal EWU recruiter in her
native Taiwan.
When she came to Cheney in the
winter of 1992 to learn English through
Eastern's English Language Institute,
Sophia was only 19. To date, she's
helped to bring seven other Taiwanese
students to EWU where they are
following in her footsteps.
"After high school, I was looking for
an American university with small
classes and a smaller overall campus
population,''. says Sophia. "The
educational consulting company I went
to suggested Eastern for its size, its
location and the quality of its English as
a Second Language (ESL) program."
All that she expected about Eastern
·
turned out .to be true ·and Sophia has
become one of the most vocal ·
• proponents of the university overseas.
But it all could have worked out quite
differently; after completing just two
quarters in Cheney she returned to
Taiwan, a victim of what she calls
"homesickness and culture shock." With
the encouragement of her parents, she
was back again for fall quarter and
determined to continue.
"I was committed to learning
English," she explains, "but not just as a
student in Taiwan. I believe you can
nevei: truly learn a language unless you
immerse yourself in the culture of the
people who speak it."
Beginning fall quarter 1992, sh e set
her mind to do just that. And in the
spring of '95, Sophia was awarded not
only her ESL certificate but a bachelor's
in business administration, completed in
less than three years. She had also
learned a great deal about American

F

lifestyles, values and even some of the
• small pleasures most Americans take for
• granted.
"One of the first things I learned,"
• she recalls, "was how to sit on a blanket
: by a lake with a book- and just relax!"
With her experience and degrees in
• hand, Sophia decided to return to
• Taiwan and try her hand at teaching
• English and sharing her experiences
with students there. A few weeks before
• leaving Eastern, she wrote two schools
• in her native country asking about
• openings. Three days after arriving
: home, she was offered a job. Shortly
• after, she had parlayed that position into
• two part-time jobs and one full-time
• teaching post.
"I was working 50-60 hours a week
: back then. The need for quality English
• instruction in Taiwan was high and still
• is. Not long after, I was even offered the
·- chance to manage a language school. I
• thought about it, but decided I needed
• more training, that I was still too young ·
: to be managing a school."
Besides, she had already begun
• thinking about getting a master's degree
• from Eastern and starting her own
• school in Taiwan. And as she made
• plans to return to America, she began
• sharing with her students the benefits of
• learning a culture along with a language.
It was early in 1996 that Sophia was
• introduced to Joe Chen and the two
• began dating. Soon they had decided to
: marry, and Joe made up his mind to
• travel with Sophia to Cheney and attend
• Eastern himself. When they arrived on
• campus early this year, accompanying
• them were six of Sophia's former
. d
• students, m
. d u ding another mame
• couple 0essica Teng and Howard Lu)
• with whom they had become fast
• friends. The four now share a house in
• Cheney and are familiar faces around
• campus.
Sophia continues to be an active

• taken what's best about both cultures
and merged them together.
•
"It's funny," she adds, "but when
• you know two languages, the structure
• of your mind is somehow different,
• more flexible. When I can't sort
• something out in English, I can switch
• back to Chinese and vice versa. English
• is a strong language; for most Asian
• countries, learning it is a requirement. If
• I went to Japan and I knew how to
• speak French, it wouldn't get me too far.
• But knowing English allows me to
communicate with almost anyone,
: anywhere!"

John Soennichsen

•
•
•

•

•
•

At the recent unveiling of the new EWU Press book The Fair and the Falls, author f.
William T. Youngs discusses his work with King Cole (left), a prindpal figure in the book,
and Neal Fosseen, a key underwriter of the publication.

•

Expo Book .Unveiled

• Representing a major undertaking by the EWU Press, The Fair and Falls has been
: released and was unveiled at a celebratory book signing at Cavanaugh's Inn at the
• Park in Spokane in April.
Publication of the 627-page book has been supported since its inception by a
ed th book
uld
• number of Spokane-area underwriters who belie¥
e
's production wo
: represent a major accomplishment in preserving the history of Spokane, particularly
: related to the Expo '74 event.
lJnderwriters of the project included:
•
Seafirst Bank
Howard Romberg
•
Washington Trust Bank
Mr. & Mrs. Hiroshi Takaoka
Neal and Helen Fosseen
Mr. & Mrs. Ed Tsutakawa
U.S. Bank of Washington
Chancellor Kusak.a Mukogawa Gakuin
Metropolitan Mort?age & S~ties
The Spokesman-R~view
• Co., Inc.; C, Paul Sandifur,
President
Spokane_ Safe, Lock & Alarm
C. PaulJr.,
Sandifur, Sr.
Empire Health Services
John He1ber
. .
PEMCO Financial Services
U.S. West Commurucations
Sedgwick James of Washington, Inc.
E.J. & Betty McWilliams
R.A. Pearson Company
Luke Williams
EWU Foundation
Sterling Savings Association
The Bon Marche
Dr. J. William T. Youngs
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In September 1996,
Ludlle King Adams
passed away at the age
of 86. For more than
38 years, she taught
first graders in the
Inland Northwest, also
serving as a master
teacher to dozens of
college s"!Udents, many
of whom would
eventually go on to
long and rewarding
teaching careers
themselves.
Earlier th~s year,
Lucille's older sister Ethel Hall - _fulfilled a
desire to honor her
sister's devotion to
children and education.
In so doing, a $10,000
Lucille Adams Memorial
Scholarship Endowment
Was aeafed in perpetuity.
Its purpose? To create a
legacy in Ludlle's
name while providing
financial assistance to
a Student pursuing a
career as a first grade
teacher.
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a young girl, Ethel King (Hall)
played in the woods and swam
in the ponds around Spirit Lake,
Idaho. She had been born in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, but moved to
the small, company town in 1910
when her father was hired as foreman
for a lumber mill.
Ethel can still remember her father
and uncle building the house they
would live in; while it was being
constructed, they stayed in a small
shed-like building. When her sister
Lucille was born, Ethel was six years
old.
"When I graduated from high
school, she was just a kid!" Hall
remarks with a chuckle. But despite
their age difference, the sisters would
remain close friends for 86 years.
Northern Idaho was pretty
wild and woolly back then, but
Ethel's memories ·center more
around the niceties she recalls,
like taking violin lessons from
the .daughter of a man who
owned the theater in town.
She has always maintained her
love for music.
There also were a few
u.iif'ortunate experiences, like
the year her father was talked
into joining the Spirit Lake .
School Board. When he
backed an idea to build a new
gym for the school - a stand
that.went against the
company's position - he was
fired. Ethel, at this time, had
graduated from high school and
gone on to Cheney Normal
School, then Bellingham Normal.
Following Lucille's graduation from
high school, the family left Spirit
Lake and moved south to Lewiston.
Ethel's father found work there, while
Lucille followed in her sister's footsteps
by enrolling first in Lewiston Normal
School, then Cheney Normal.
Back in those days, women were
required to be single in order to teach.
When Ethel married, this rule
effectively put a halt to her career.
During the next few years, she stayed at
home and raised her child. Meanwhile,
Lucille had received her degree from
Cheney Normal and begun her
teaching career in the Idaho
community of Genesee.
"She wanted to teach first graders
as long as I can remember," says Ethel.

LEGACY op ·LoVE
• "I enjoyed it, too, but I had always
• maintained an interest in business
• opportunities."
Common to both women was an
: appreciation for learning that would
• last throughout their lives. Newly
• divorced and responding to her interest
• in business, Ethel decided to continue
• her education at Kinman Business
• College (later to become Trend College).
• Her degree in hand and one child to
• support, she managed to land a great
job with The Washington Water Power

• Company as a home service adviser.
"Back in those days," she explains,
• "WWP sold electric appliances as well
• as providing the electricity, so my job
• was to travel around to rural towns in
• eastern Washington and demonstrate .
• to customers how to use these .
• appliances." She also conducted
• cooking schools, trained salespersons
• and gave presentations in person and
• on the radio.
•
Later, when Lucille took a teaching
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• job in Clarkston, she lived with Ethel
• and her child for a short time before
• getting married.
"That was an interesting time,"
• Ethel recalls. "both of us working
• during the day and coming home at .
• night, and then Lucille met Charles
• and decided to get married."
The year was 1940; about six
• months later, Ethel would remarry
• again herself.
For a second time, Ethel was forced
to quit her job after marrying. "Ever
since the Depression," she recalls, "so
many men were out of work that there
was a standing rule to allow only one
worker from each family."
That didn't stop Ethel from
landing another job. The Lewiston
Tribune was willing to give her a
chance selling advertising, and she
did that for the next five years,
eventually becoming the paper's
display ad manager. But when
her husband, who ran a movie
theater in Lewiston, decided to
buy a restaurant in_Colville, the
two moved packed up and
moved north in 1946. ~ey _
___e~en recrµited Lucille and het husband to help run the
business, which they agreed to
do for two years.
But after four years, the
demands of a restaurant were
taking all their time, night and
day, so they finally sold it.
Lucille and her husband had
moved back to Spokane, where
Lucille continued to teach first
grade in the Fields, Edison and
Sheridan schools. She also continued
taking night classes and attending
summer school in Cheney.
After selling the restaurant, Ethel
opened a clothing and gift store, which
she ran for 17 years before selling it in
1968, the year her husband died.
. Without the store, she was no longer
• tied down, so she began traveling to
• Arizona each winter, living in a
• retirement park there.
"That's where I taught myself
• Spanish," she says, "though I knew I
• needed to refine it some, so when I
• came home one summer, I enrolled in
: a night course at Whitworth."
Back in Arizona, Ethel was asked
• to fill in for a teacher at her retirement
• park. Soon she was teaching there on a
• regular basis.
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like her sister, Ethel always regarded •
teaching and learning as lifelong pursuits. :
But it is Lucille who Ethel insists was a •
glowing example of a dedicated educator. •
•
"She loved the kids
II
true
and wanted to give
each one a good
beginning in school
and in life," recalls
Ethel. "I remember she
used to tell me that
there were poor kids
and rich kids in the
same classes, and she
loved to get them
to
together have them
interact. In some ways,
I think .she was as
much a counselor as a
teacher."
~'
Perhaps the
LJ
greatest tribute that can
be paid a teacher is the
praise of a former
student.
"It's funny, says
Ethel, "because I met a
former student of
·
Y
~
Lucille's - Patricia
Crowston - through a
bridge group I played
with one afternoon. It
was only when I mentioned my sister's
name that she made the connection
and was astonished that my sister had
•
been her master teacher when she
•
herself was a student teacher."
•
What Crowston said abotit Lucille •
•
helps explain why Ethel decided to
begin a scholarship at Easte;rn in her
•
sister's name:
•
"A true educator listens to the
needs and desires of children,
•
understands how to whet their
appetites for knowledge and assists
•
them in unlocking their creativity and •
developing their curiosity. Lucille
•
Adams accepted and met this challenge :
•
for 38 years and showed the rest of us
how to do it with style, patience,
•
humor and great enjoyment. I was
•
fortunate to have Lucille Adams for my •
master teacher 43 years ago. Her
guidance and example launched my
•
•
34-year career teaching remarkable 6•
year olds. It's a fitting memorial to
•
Lucille that every September another
student will be assisted financially to
take her same journey."
•
What kind of student does Ethel
•
Hall envision as the sort to be awarded •
money from the endowment each
•
September?
•
"I would say, first, that it should be •
someone with a goal in mind. Someone •
with a never-ending supply of enthusiasm •
who's dedicated to the profession. That •
pretty much describes the way Lucille

felt about teaching."
Though Ethel Hall doesn't think of
herself as a teacher in the same way
that her sister was, she continues to
·
teach Spanish at
Spokane's South Hill
Senior Center at age 93.
She also serves on both
the finance council and
the stewardship
committee at the
Cathedral of Our Lady of
Lourdes and just
completed a term as
president of the Pastoral
Council (which made her
the oldest pastoral council
president in the United
States). She continues to
be involved with
numerous other civic clubs
and organizations and

A
educator
listens to the
needs and desires
of children,
understands how
whet their
appetites for
knowledue and
assl·sts +hem 1·n

11

unlocking their
creativity and
develoninu their
curiosity..

•

•
•

•
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vvho's looking out for you

~e:r~~;~e~:a:::dule

business calendar of any
full-time professional. In
her free time - what little
there is of it - she enjoys
going to symphonies and
operas, reading books and
playing a good game of
bridge.
What keeps her so active?
"r_guess I've never lost my curiosity
to see if I can do what I want to do,
what I set out to do," she replies. "I've
got this urge to do things when I see
they need doing. And I'll admit that I
get upset with seniors who don't get
out and do anything - who just sit
around watchingtelevision." ·
But there's yet another reason she
stays so involved.
"Many years back I had a friend
who always used to refer to older people
by their age," Ethel recalls: '"Look at
that 80-year-old woman,' she would
say. Or, 'that 80-year old woman told
me ... ' that sort of thing. Way back then,
I told myself that I was never going to
be pegged by anybody as 'that BO-year

•
•

•

Washington School Employees Credit Union designs its
products with convenience in mind - our members'
convenience.
Right now, eligible members can enjoy 8% APR* interest
on new and used auto loans (terms vary}. New auto loans
taken for 36 months bring the rate to 7% APR.
Home equity loans are at 8% APR.

To join Washington School Employees Credit Union, you
•

•

old woman.'"
As Ethel King Hall enters her 94th
year full of vigor and enthusiasm for
life, it's a safe bet that nobody's going
to call her "that 80-year old woman"
and get away with it.
She also plans to be around to see
the first of many EWU students to
benefit from the Lucille King Adams
Memorial Scholarship and, with hard
work and dedication, go on to teaching •
careers as memorable as that of her
sister Lucille's.

must be a Washington school employee or the relative of a
member and live in Washington.
•Rates, terms, and availability are subject to change without notice.

c:"ll

1

.

Washington School Employees
~Credit Union

[ti

at PEMCO Financial Center
2002 North Atlantic Street, Spokane • 328-8500
325 Eastlake Avenue, E. Seattle• 628-4200
1-800-422-57 68 toll free• TDD access: l-800-628-6070
4/96

John Soennichsen •
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ALUMNI PROFILE
e second floor of the KXLY
uilding in Spokane is alive with
nergy on a weekday afternoon.
This is the KZZU 92.9 ZOO FM
headquarters. People move in all
directions, phones ring everywhere
and no space is left unoccupied. In a
small office off a narrow hallway sits
Ken Hopkins, a calm face in a busy
crowd. Hopkins is one of the station's

Ti

popular "Breakfast Boys 11 and an
•
Eastern Washington University
graduate. His story is one of success in •
•
a tough and competitive business
where he has held on to what he loves •
·•
- radio - and has risen to the top.
Hopkins' interest in the radio
•
•
• business began when he was a high
• school student. After graduating, he
•
• attended a small community college in •
Idaho and worked as an intern at a
•
small radio station. Because the station •
•
.was so small, he was able to get
. . . . valuable experience writing
•
•
promotions and operating
equipment right away. By the •
•
time he entered Eastern, it
was with a strong foundation •
of knowledge.
•
While at EWU, Hopkins •
•
was 0oiven the chance to
~
gather even more hands-on •
•
experience at the campus
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

radio station.
"It was this experience,,, he says,
"that helped me get started·in my
career. 11
In 1983, his senior year of college,
Hopkins needed just four more credits
to complete his bachelor's degree in
radio-television. He chose to meet that
requirement with another internship,
and was accepted at KREM FM, which
became KZZU in 1984.
As an intern, Hopkins was
responsible for a great many tasks
including driving vans, helping with
promotional events and fetching
coffee and lunch for the employees.
Eventually, this gopher-like work
expanded to include occasional air
shifts and, finally, an official part-time
job. Soon he began getting more and
more air time and worked nearly every
time slot available. Finally, after years
of success as a DJ, Hopkins became the
station's program director in 1989.
Ken Hopkins' passion for the air
waves remains vital today.
"Radio is a strong medium," he
says. "It's very immediate. The business
can also be very exciting. Quick,
promotional deals sometimes come to
life right ~s they're first being talked
about."
Part of his job is handling all the
off-air paperwork and staff meetings,
but Hopkins' love for radio is best
displayed in his on-air performances.
Each morning at 5, he joins Dave
Sposito to form KZZU's hottest duo,
the Breakfast Boys. The now-famous
"Morning Show11 lasts until 10 a.m.
giving the two guys five hours to
entertain the Inland Northwest.
During each of those five-hour
slots, it's obvious they have as much
fun as their listeners do. Hopkins and
Sposito have been friends for years and
have always gotten along well together.
"It helps that we share so many
things in common,,, says Hopkins.
The good chemistry that the two
have as friends is easy to maintain
·on-air and the fast-paced wit passed
between them comes very naturally.
When asked where the Breakfast Boys
material comes from, Hopkins says the
show follows a formula including
promotional and other pre-planned
announcements.
"But there's room to play,,, he adds.
Each show's daily topics usually
deal with the latest news happening in
and around Spokane. Hopkins' concern
with reaching his audience revolves
mainly around relating to his listeners.
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• About the Morning Show's daily
• discussion, Hopkins says "it doesn't all
• have to be hilarious, but it has to relate
•
to people and their lives. 11
•
The Breakfast Boys speak to a target
• audience of people in the 18 to
: 34-year-old interest pool. The station
• . plays top 40 hits and "The Boys 11 aim
• their humor at situations relatable to
~ the intended audience. The show is by
• no means limited to any specific group
• of people, however.
"In fact," says Hopkins, "the
: morning spot is prime time for a regular
• show because people can incorporate it
• into their regular routines. On weekends
•
:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:

it's harder to get people's attention, but
on weekday mornings people are out
of the shower at the same time, are
drinking coffee at the same time every
day. 11
The show becomes a regular
morning companion for all kinds of
people, he adds.
"Even listeners who don't like the
station's music will listen to the show."
And that might be said to be Ken
Hopkins' foremost goal.
"I just want people to like the show
and like the station,,, he says.
It seems clear that the years he
spent being patient and working hard
allowed him to develop the tools he
needed to be a successful DJ and
station manager.
"Getting started is the hardest part,,,
he says "You need experience, but
you've got to build it from the ground

•
•
• up. 11
He adds that newcomers to the
• business need to start with an
: entry-level job. The best way to get
• experience, according to Hopkins, is to
:
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•

start in a small-town station getting
some air time and hands-on practice
before looking for a solid job with a
bigger station.
"And don't expect to earn much
money at first" he says. "You might be
eating macaroni and cheese for a few
years, but if you really love radio, stick
with it."
Ken Hopkins stuck with it and, as
a result, has become a talented DJ, a
successful station manager and - along
with partner Dave Sposito - has a
hugely popular radio show.

•
Olivia Dugan is a work-study student
• in the Communication Services
• Department at Eastern. She is majoring in
: creative writing.
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t's what some would consider an
ideal location. Towering to the west ·
are the ragged, snow-capped peaks
of the Olympic Mountains. Just north
are the pristine waters of the Strait of
Juan De Fuca. In the winter months,
the rain shadow of the Olympics shuts
out the heavy snows; in the summer
months, cooling ocean breezes
moderate the warm daytime
temperatures.
Given these idyllic conditions, it
should come as no surprise that the
modem site of Sequim, Washington,
should also have attracted and
supported other communities of
residents thousands of years ago.
Indeed, the area has been the site of
past archaeological digs which have
turned up ancient coastal fishing
camps.
Until last year, however, little had
been found to shed light on other types
of hunting and gathering activities by
the ancient inhabitants of this area.
That all changed when the
Washington State Department of
Transportation called upon
Archaeological and Historical Services

Bear Tooth Pendant - grooved at root end for attachmen ·. ez

or cedar bark strips. (ca 2500 years old)

about 220
sea evel, Site
4SCA426 now appears to be the
remains of a major campsite more than
600 meters in length.
"What's significant about this site,"
says archaeologist Vera Morgan, "is that
it represents a tool-making site - a
place where spear points and other
weapons were fashioned for hunting,
not fishing."
Morgan's conjecture is that the
people who lived and worked here were

inhabitants - from a foraging hunter
. society to a less migratory phase of
existence.
"From a site like this," says
Morgan, "we can learn about changes
in subsistence patterns; we're able to get
a different picture of a community's
economic patterns and can begin to
speculate about changes in hunting
and butchering techniques as well as
types of foods eaten."

through March of this year, some
unique weather-related problems were
encountered by Morgan and more than
three dozen other archaeologists
associated with the dig.
"The weather last fall and this
winter made things interesting," says
Morgan. "It rained and snowed and the
ground water levels rose, but we were
out there whatever the conditions were
in order to find and remove what we

•

eones
(AHS) to check out the proposed site of
a highway bypass before construction
began.
Based at Eastern Washington
University, AHS is charged with
investigation of a myriad of Northwest
locations to determine if any
archaeologically significant sites or relics
are located in areas planned for
excavation and construction.
Often, AHS finds nothing. This
time they hit the jackpot. Located on a
remnant terrace of the Dungeness River

the same people who maintained
fishing camps closer to the water's edge.
It's likely, she thinks, that they fished
part of the year and hunted at other
times. Among the relics found have
been debitage (stone flakes), formed
tools, projectile points and other
features associated with hunting and
food processing. The locale appears to
be the first documented inland site of
its kind on the Olympic Peninsula;
findings here could indicate a change
. in living patterns of the area's ancient

The types of weapon-related
artifacts found at the Sequim site
suggest that deer and elk may have
been the primary game. A rock-lined
hearth and various other pits for food
processing show a good deal of work
went into the camp, and increase its
likelihood of having been a semipermanent seasonal dwelling, perhaps
used each year for several hundred
years.
Because the site was worked
steadil? between September 1996

Ground Slate Knife - generally found in sites between 2,000 and 4,000 years old. This
broken item was recovered from within the pit house.
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could. Our main concern was in
protecting the artifacts as well as we
could from the weather."
With the artifact recovery stage
over, Morgan is back at Eastern as
charcoal from the hearth site is being
carbon daled for age and artifacts being
compared with those from other sites.
The Sequim dig fits into an
archaeologi~al classification referred to
as Olcott sites, and the earliest artifacts
found at such sites are generally
estimated to range between 5,000 and
8,000 years in age.
Morgan's personal opinion is that
the people who lived and worked in
the Sequim area were ancestral Salish
people, a conjecture based in part on
the types of micro hunting blades
found at the site.
i'It's also . just a feeling I have," she
says with a grin, "though after the
artifacts are examined and dated, I may
change my mind completely. That's the
nature of archaeology."
'°;
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John Soennichsen

FOUNDATION

With change comes opportunity.

T

he Eastern Washington University
Foundation Board is embracing the
philosophy of change as plans for
the next academic year begin to take
shape. In many ways, it is an exciting
time for the Foundation. The current year
(1996-97) will be recorded as substantially
more successful than previous years.
Consider some of the reasons for
celebration which the past year's activities
have brought:
• The inaugural "Partnership with
Eastern" campaign to the Spokane
business community has netted more
than $750,000 in pledges for student
scholarships over the next five years;
$300,000 has already been paid!
• A 78% increase in scholarship funds
was made possible by gifts to the
EWU Foundation
• A substantial increase in the number of
donors has occurred, running
approximately 1,000 ahead of last
year's pace
• We now have a core of committed
volunteers who made the Partnership

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
•

campaign so successful, and who are
• dollars are among the most important,
now primed and eager for future
• especially in a time of dwindling support
successes.
from the state.
As plans take shape for the coming
But, it is not really the Foundation
making the difference; it's the alumni and
year we are more committed than ever to
providing
friends who step
alumni, parents
forward with
and friends of
their financial
EWU the
investment because they
opportunity to
invest in their
believe Eastern is
university.
important to this
It is no
community, has
secret that the
made a
university is
difference in
their own lives,
experiencing a
budget crunch.
or because they
The Foundation
know Eastern
can play an
will make a
important role
difference in the
in easing this
Alan Hale (I) welcomes Phil Akers to XN Technologi.es
lives of students
in Cheney, where a recent board meeting was ·held.
today and
crunch through
its aggressive
tomorrow.
and consistent approach to fundraising.
I invite you to read the story of
There are very few sources of revenue • Claude and Catherine Simpson on page
for a university; private fund-raising
• 14 of this Perspective. You will see two

•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

people whose lives were changed by
EWU, who feel not only a _debt of
gratitude but a real joy about being
fortunate enough to help others.
It is likely that 1997-98 will see
alumni and friends of EWU much more
informed of the news from campus. The
wonderful activities of faculty, the hopes
and dreams of students, their proud
accomplishments - all are stories that
need to be told. Every story is deserving
of your support. Every gift makes a
difference.
It's an exciting time to be associated
with Eastern and the EWU Foundation.
The coming year promises to be more
exciting still. There is a great opportunity
to make a significant difference, both in
the life of this institution and in the lives
of today's students.
Phil Akers
Executive Director
EWU Foundation

Reaching Out to Help Kids

well-known charitable
foundation has selected Spokane
as the site to begin an experimental
program aimed at protecting children
who reside in potentially high-risk family
environments.
Based in Seattle, the Casey Family
Program was started 30 years ago by Jim
Casey, a founder of United Parcel Service
(UPS). For three decades, the charity has
funded a series of social service agencies
for children in long-term foster care who
are not likely to return to their birth
families. The program's offices finance
long-term foster care for a select group of
children, monitoring their progress and
providing advice and counsel.
"For years, " says Mike Frumkin,
dean of Eastern's School of Social Work
and Human Selvices, "the program has
invested heavily in these kids (some
1,500 to date) and made a big difference
in their lives.
"But," he adds, "they recognized
themselves a few years ago that they
hadn't changed the social service system
as a whole. That's why the Casey Family
Program thought they'd try another
approach by working with communities
and attempting to treat the underlying
causes of family problems."
To launch their initial, or pilot
program, the charity invited nationwide
proposals by committees made up of

A
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•

• child welfare agencies, cities and other
• interested groups. In Spokane's case, the
• proposal was developed under the
leadership of Mary Ann Murphy, an
• Eastern graduate, and presented by a
~ consortium of agencdes·arrd
• organizations concerned with the well• being of childrern.. These included
• Eastern's School of Social Work, the
• Spokane Economic Development·
• Council, ·the Health Improvement
• Partnership, the state Department of
• Social and Health Services' Division of
• Children and Family Services, and the
• Spokane County departments of Health
• and Mental Health.
"Spokane has a history of being able
• to pull collaborative projects together,"
• says Frumkin. "That's part of the reason
• we got a favorable response to our
• proposal."
•
One example of the cooperation in
• Spokane was the creation in 1993 of a
• consortium called The Breakthrough
• Group. Breakthrough was started by Roy
• Harrington - a local DSHS official • after the murder of Rebecca Hedman, a
• 13-year-old girl.who was living on the
• streets. About the same time the Casey
• Family invited proposals, The
Breakthrough Group was already looking
• for community solutions to family
• problems in Spokane.
Before long, the rapidly assembled

• · consortium of community resource
• groups had designed and submitted a
• proposal which "ul~ately won approval
by the Casey Family.Program. Under the
• proposal's terms, the Casey Family
• program will establish a permanent office
• in Spokane by July 1997. During the
• year, they will provide at least $500,000
• to design and initiate the program.
"The program will focus on families • with a chronic problem of neglect," says
• Frumkin, "especially where.substance
• abuse is a factor. Additionally, the
• Spokane program will focus on a specific
• neighborhood, so there can be a
• community component - church
• support, agency support, that sort of
• neighborhood involvement The
• underlying operational philosophy of the
: program will be to look at family
• strengths and build upon them."
The employment factor is one reason
• EDC is involved. Program planners hope
• there will be ways to connect with
• Spokane area employers to provide
• training and jobs. Many families helped
• by the program will be receiving welfare,
• and finding work for unemployed
• parents will dovetail with the national
• move toward phasing out welfare.
"We estimate we'll be working with
• about ten families a month - or 120 a
• year," says Frumkin. "There will be a
• maintenance component, of course, so
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• different families will complete their
• involvement with the program at different
: times. An evaluation component also
will be built into the program since it
• • serves as a demonstration project for the
• Casey Family Program."
Frumkin believes a key reason Casey
. came to Spokane was because of the
• involvement of Eastern and its students.
, "There will be a major role for EWU
• students," he says. "As part of a field
• unit, social work students will work,
• under supervision, with participating
• families and children."
Hildegard A. Mauzerall is the Casey
• Family director of community programs.
• In summarizing why the Casey Family
• Program picked Spokane as a proving
• ground for their new approach,
: Mauzerall recently stated that improving
• the lives of families is a sound way to
• invest in the community as a whole.
•
"A significant reason we chose to
• com e here," sh e says, "was the
• commitment of your business
• community to be a part of this program.
: We will accomplish this with good
• business sense, not just with kindness."

by John Soennichsen

After the program has been in effect
• several months, a follow-up article in
• Perspective will review its effectiveness.
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Killin Weekend a Success

s

For the 16th year, friends of EWU
I
d
enjoyed the annual Orlan Killin
Rosauers Weekend Fund.raiser May 9-10.
Included were two golf tourneys, a football scrimmage, alumni volleyball match
and the Orland Killin Dinner-Dance.

Track & Field on "Fast Track"
EWU is on the "Fast Track" this spring,
hosting a trio of track and field meets
including Big Sky Conference/Seafirst
Bank Track and Field Championships.
A busy five-week stretch kicked off
Friday, April 25 as EWU hosted the
25th Annual Pelluer Invitational Track
& Field Meet. A tradition since 1972,
the Pelluer meet features about 400
athletes from Northwest collegiate
teams.
The Big Sky meet took place May
14-17 with multi-event competition the
first two days.
May 30-31, EWU and the
hin
ch 1
Was . gton Inters o astic Activities
Association host State A & B
Championships. Last year, more than
1,000 athletes performed in front of
several thousand fans. Officials and
volunteers are needed to help run the
events. Call 509-359-6334 or 1-800-6487697.

• The team practiced for four weeks, and
• practice concluded with the Red-White
• Game on May 10.
EWU finished with a 6-5 record last
•
• season, including three heart-breaking
• Big Sky Conference losses by a
• combined nine points. Fifteen starters
• return, including All-Big Sky
• Conference first-team selections Derek
• Strey (linebacker), Maurice Perigo (free
• safety) and Jim Buzzard (tackle).

:
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

The 10th Annual Excell Foods Eagle
Kickoff Golf Classic will take place
Thursday, Aug. 7, 1997, at Meadow
Wood Golf Course in Spokane. A Coeur
d'Alene Lake cruise, August 6, is again
planned as part of tourney activities.
The b est -b a11 scramble t ournament
·11 c tur
th $4 000 ·
·
Wl 1.ea
e more an ,
m pnzes.
Each team is assigned a handicap and
begins the tournament under par. Fee is
$125, net proceeds going toward
athletic scholarships at Eastern. Call
509-359-2463 or 1-800-648-7697.

•

•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•

Zornes Back as Athletic Director :
Long- ti.me EWU athletic admini'strat or
and coach Dick Zornes is back as
director of athletics. Zornes, 52, who
served as athletic director for two years
from 1991-93, replaces John Johnson,
who accepted a post within the Weber
State University Athletic Department.

Eagle Sport Shorts
FOOTBALL:
Plans for 1997 began April 14 when
spring practice opened for the Eagles'.

~

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

that time, women were 0-9 and men,
2-11. The highlight has been the play
of Eastern's No. 1 doubles teams. John
Caletina and Michael Khounnala
combined for a 5-8 record for the men,
while Heather Diehm and Jessica
Hempel are 4-5 for the women.

Mecklenburg Coaches U.S.
National Team in Paris
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•

The Eagles play in several tourneys this
spring after a good fall campaign.
Hosting the Big Sky Conference
Championships last October, EWU men
placed second and the women finished
fourth. Scott Carroll led the men with a
fourth place finish and Brenda Hall led
the women by placing sixth.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:

• Sophomore Tanya Kirk was named to·
• the All-Big Sky Conference team after
Sophomore Seville • leading the Eagles in scoring (14.3
Broussard
• points per game) and rebounding (7.1)
shattered her own • during the '96-'97 season. The Eagles
SS-meter hurdle
• finished 5-21 overall; 2-14 in Big Sky.
record to win the •
event at the Big
VOLLEYBALL:
Sky
Championships
• Sophomore Kim Exner and junior Lynn
Robison were named to the All-Big Sky
in Flagstaff, Ariz. Broussard, who missed •
• Conference team last fall as the Eagles
the '96 season with a serious knee
• finished 16-12 overall and 9-7 in
inJ·ury;, also placed second in the high
•
conference matches to advance to the
jump with a 5-7 leap. Her 7.96 time in
the hurdles broke her own record of
• Big Sky tournament. Exner was named
8.15 set as a freshman in 1995.
• to the All-BSC first team, while Robison
A trio of Eagles finished fourth as
• was an honorable mention selection
EWU earned 31 team points to place
• and named most valuable player. Lacey
sixth. Dawn Baerlocher placed in the
• Coover was most improved and Jaime
800 meters after setting a school record • Dotson named most inspirational.
earlier in the season. Taneka Sauls set a •
school record in the long jump with a
Mattson Named Academic
All-America
18-6 1/2 leap. Christina Withey took
part in the first-ever women's pole vault • EWU defensive end Steve Mattson, a
competition at the championships and • pre-med major from Naselle, Wash.,
her 9-0 1/4 vault captured fourth place. • with a 3.66 gpa, has been selected to
• the GTE Academic All-America second
TENNIS:
team. He is Eastern's first Academic AllSeasons came to a close for EWU men
• America selection since Kurt Schulz
and women as Big Sky Conference
• (now of the Buffalo Bills), who was
Championships took place in April. At • honored on the second team in 1991.
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Eastern women's track and field coach,
Marcia Mecklenburg, helped coach the
U.S. National Team in Paris in early
March. In her second year at Eastern,
she spent nine seasons at WSU.

1997 TRACK & FIELD EVENfS
Woodward Stadium in Cheney

GOLF:

MEN'S TRACK & FIELD:
Big Sky Conference champion Matt
Read led the Eagles to a sixth-place
finish at the Big Sky Conference
·Championships in Flagstaff, Arizona, to
equal Eastern's best-ever team finish in
that meet. A junior from Centralia,
MEN'S BASKETBALL:
Wash., he won the conference title
• Led by honorable mention All-Big Sky
with a time of 1:53.46; senior Jason
• Conference selections Travis King and
Baerlocher finished fifth at 1:55.45.
•
Karim Scott, EWU ended the season 7Earlier, Read set a school record in the
•
19 overall and 3-13 in Big Sky. King, a
800 with 1:51.25. Sophomore Mike
• senior, led the Eagles with a 12.4
Dwyer scored eight points to finish
second in the 55 hurdles. His 7.46 time • scoring average, ending his career with
is second-best in school history, just .06 : 99 three-pointers to rank second in
away from the record. Elondrus Lee set • Eastern history. Scott, who returns as a
a record earlier in the year in the long . : senior in 1997-98, averaged 11.6 points
• and a team-high 6.3 rebounds a game.
· jump with a 24-3 1/2 leap.
WOMEN'S
TRACK &
FIELD:

Kickoff Golf Classic
Due in August

•
:
•
•
•
•
•

•
• Wed.-Thur., May 14-15: Big Sky Cont./
• Seafirst Bank Track & Field Multi-Event
: Championships - Action Begins Wed.
• at Noon; Thur. at 10:45 a.m.
•
• Fri-Sat, May 16-17: Big Sky Cont./
• Seafirst Bank Track and Field
• Championships - Action Begins Fri. at
• 1:30 p.m., Sat. at 10 a.m.
•
:
•
•

Fri.-Sat., May 30-31: WIAA State A&B
Track & Field Championships Action Begins Fri., 10:45 a.m.,
Sat.,10:15 a.m.

•

Call 509-359-6334 or 1-800-648-7697

••
•

•
•

1997 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept. 6 - Rocky Mountain
Sept. 13 _ at *Portland State
Sept. 20 - Open
Sept. 27 - *Weber State
Oct. 4 - at *Montana State
Oct. 11 - *Cal State Sacramento
Oct. 18 - at *Montana ·
Oct. 25 - #*Idaho State
Nov: 1 - Idaho
Nov. 8 - at *Northern Arizona
Nov. 15 - *Cal State Northridge

•

*Big Sky Conference Gaine #Homecoming

•
••
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
••
•

•
•
•

1997 VOLLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
Aug. 30-31 - at N. Illinois Invitational
Se 5 6
U
da
pt. - - at · Neva -Las Vegas Invit.
S t 12 13 t B · St t In ·tati· al
ep · - - a mse a e VI on
Sept 18 at *Portland State
Sept.· 20 -_ at *Idaho State
Sept. 25 - *Montana
Sept. 27 - *Montana State
Oct. 2 - at *Northern Arizona
Oct. 4 - at *Cal State Northridge
Oct. 7 - Idaho
st
Oct. 911- _*Sacramento
Oct.
*Idaho State ate
Oct. 14 _ at Gonzaga
Oct. 23 _ *Weber State
Oct. 28 - Gonzaga
Oct. 30 - at *Montana
Nov. 1 - at *Montana State
Nov. 6 - at *Weber State
Nov. 8 - at *Sacramento State
Nov. 13 - *Cal State Northridge
Nov. 15 - *Northern Arizona
Nov. 21 - *Portland State

•

All Tunes Pacific. *Big Sky Conference Match

•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
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LIFETIME OF L_

oth of them were farm kids. He
was born in Colton and grew up
in Palouse country. She was born
on a homestead ranch near Wilbur.
They first met in 1930 at a Cheney
Normal School Play Hour in Showalter
Hall's Rotunda, where they had each
paid 5 cents to dance for an hour.
On a grander scale, it was really
the Depression that brought Claude
Simpson and Catherine Diener
together. After a year of engineering
courses at Washington State University,
Claude transferred to Cheney Normal .
because the cost was reasonable and he
thought there would be employment
opportunities in teaching. He was
already at Cheney when Catherine
started dasses at WSU, but after a year,
she, too, decided to transfer.
"The Depression was at its lowest
then," Catherine recalls, "and I came
to Cheney because I had a chance to
work and help pay for my schooling."
She took a job as a check-room
clerk for 25 cents an hour, which
helped pay her room and board in
Senior Hall. Between work and school,
there wasn't a lot of free time, but
social functions in Showalter Hall were
great opportunities to blow off steam
and just relax. It was at one of these
functions that Catherine and Claude
met, became friends and began
spending free time together.
Both graduated in the spring of
1933 as part of the first dass to receive
. the new 3-year teaching certificates
being awarded. Then they parted ways
to begin their search for employment. ·
Claude was the first to land a position
- a job at Endicott teaching all
subjects to one ·group of seventh
graders throughout the day. The
population of Endicott then - as now
- was small, perhaps 250 people total.
Needless to say, they couldn't offer
much salary. After teaching there one
year Claude was offered a second-year
contract at $55 a month, which is
when he decided to quit.
"I liked teaching but had to make
ends meet, and I knew I could make
more money peddling milk," he recalls.
So Claude stopped teaching and '
concentrated on pursuing a bachelor's
degree at Cheney. When he got his B.A.
in education in 1934, he was
approached by George Craig, then

•
•
•
•
•
•

director of the Appointment Bureau
(Placement) at Cheney Normal, who
told Claude about a principal's position
at Union Gap near Yakima. Claude
chuckles as he recalls the situation.
"Apparently the former principal

•
•
•
•
•

:
•
•

•

•
.
•
• was a very religious man and had been
fired for teaching the Bible instead of
• doing his principal's duties. Suddenly I
• was offered $125 a month to take over
that job, so I grabbed it."
•
Meanwhile, Catherine was having a
rougher time finding a job.
"It was the old 'no experience'
problem," she recalls. Then Mr. Craig
from Cheney Normal called her in and
• referred her to a teaching position in

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Republic. Excited about the
opportunity, she accepted and readied
herself to teach there that fall but, a
week before school was to start, she
received a call that there was no money
to pay her and the position was no

G

• called Duley Lake School.
•
"To get there," she recalls, "I was
driven in a Model T across terrible
• back-country roads and made one of
• the last trips on the Seaton Ferry across
: the Columbia River where Grand
)ulee Dam is now. I stayed with a
rm family and had to give up about
llf my monthly salary ($35) for room
td board. I taught 13 children who
anned eight different grades, and
ter a year, I'd had enough and
mted any place but there. I wrote Mr.
:aig and asked if he ever had
>sitions in Alaska or Hawaii. In the
mm.er he helped me get an interview
lth Superintendent Bill Bloom for a
aching job in Nome, Alaska. I'd never
en to Seattle - let alone Alaska tt the salary would be $175 a month,
I took the position. My father coµie<i a note at the bank to·pay for my
tSsage to Nome. I taught there two
ars and the second year got a raise $185 a month. I really thought I
is rolling in the money those days."
Meanwhile, Catherine kept in
uch with Claude and in 1936, they
rided to marry. Leaving Nome,
1therine moved to Union Gap and
is obliged to leave her profession
~ause married women were not
lowed to teach. In the ensuing years,
ey had two children - Jack, born in
•37, and Peggy in 1939. They
,ntinued living in Union Gap until
· ter the start of World War II, when
aude was approached by the
ashington State University director of
~neral College Extension to come to
'SU and direct a program in audiomal to educate Air Force cadets.
aude accepted the offer and they
oved to Pullman in 1942, where they
Juld live until 1970.
During that time, Catherine
ceived her bachelor's degree from
vv'SU and Claude got a B.Ed. degree
longer open. Catherine was naturally
there. Claude went on to get a master's
distraught and mentioned her
and was then approached by wsu
misfortunes to her brother in law, Harry • president Compton to be the school's
Nelson, who happened to be editor of : first director of admissions.
The Inland Empire News in Hillyard. So •
"The funny part," recalls Claude,
incensed was he that he took it upon • "is that nobody knew exactly what a
himself to call the county
• director of admissions was supposed to
superintendent of Ferry County and
do. 1 didn't find out myself until after
complain. She said that Okanogan
• I'd accepted the job. Soon I discovered
County needed teachers and Catherine • there was only one other person on the
was offered a position at a tiny outpost • West Coast with the title of director of

admissions and he was at Stanford.
So I got in touch with him and learned
more about what he did."
In 1953, Claude was made registrar
as well. He would eventually develop
the first computer registration system
west of the Mississippi.
In 1947, Claude and Catherine's
third child, Charles, was born. It was
when he was ready for kindergarten
that Catherine and two friends who
also had five-year-olds founded a
private kindergarten. The city of
Pullman had been unable for years to
get state funding for kindergartens, so
none had been offered.
"We had 104 children emolled the
first year," Catherine recalls, "four
classes of 26 children each. Most of the
teachers were WSU faculty members'
wives, all very capable and dedicated
women. We didn't make much money,
but we provided a service that was
needed in Pullman at that time. I
remember George Brain, dean of the
WSU Education Department, telling us
that 'we showed people what
kindergarten was all about. 111
Catherine worked at the private
kindergarten until 1968, when a levy to
fund kindergarten was finally passed in
Pullman. She was immediately hired as
coordinator for public school
kindergarten programs.
In 1970, about the time both
Claude and Catherine· were seriously
thinking about retirement, they read a
notice in the NEA Journal that Australia
needed teachers.
"I was game for a change," said
Catherine, "so I got my credentials in
order and sent them out."
"Some smart aleck at Washington
State sent mine along too,,, recalls
Claude with a grin, "even though I had
no intention of teaching there."
Meanwhile, their daughter had
married and was living in Africa with
her husband, John Yates, a U.S.
ambassador. Claude and Catherine had
planned a trip- there anyway, so they
decided to visit them and then go on
down to Australia, even though they'd
heard nothing from the Department of
Education of New South Wales.
"A few years earlier, we had met a
few people who lived in Sydney, so we
had contacts there and figured we
would just show up at the Education
Department and say 'Here we are! 111
Though surprised by the Simpsons'
sudden appearance, personnel at the
Sydney Office of Education found their
paperwork and quickly offered
Catherine a job teaching children from
displaced families from the inner city
area of Sydney.
"The school was actually located

•••••••••••

outside of Sydney; it took an hour train
ride to get there,,, she recalls, ." and the
children were from broken homes and
welfare families; some really
challenging kids. I was assigned to the
Infant School, for children from
kindergarten through 2nd grade. I was
a support teacher, which meant I did
everything from comforting crying
children to helping first-year teachers to
substitute teaching.,,
The system of education in
Australia was a bit formal, she recalls,
something like the British system.
Creative activities and free expression
were not normally offered the young
children. During Catherine's second
term, a deputy teacher had a run-in
with the headmistress and left.
Catherine saw a chance to change
things when she assumed responsibility
for kindergarten assemblies, which bad
formerly been rather somber affairs.
"There were five kindergarten
classes together and we did music,
played games, put on plays - all the
sorts of things kindergartners like to do.
Before I knew it, there were tours of
teachers coming to see how I·ran our
assemblies. I guess they d never seen
such exuberant kids before.
"We still refer to our two years in
Australia as a working holiday," says
Catherine. "I worked and Claude was
on holiday.,,
While down-under, the two made
an effort to really settle in and make
themselves at home. They rented a nice
apartment, bought a car, got furniture
and became regular participants in
school social affairs, which were both
frequent and entertaining.
"As soon as a school day ended
and 1he kids went home," recalls
Claude, "all the teachers would head
for the nearest pub."
While in Australia, they visited
Alice Springs, Ayers Rock and the Great
Barrier Reef, among other destinations.
They also traveled to New Zealand,
Tasmania and other nearby islands.
"We could have stayed if we'd
wanted to," recalls Catherine, "but our
two boys and their children were
stateside and we still owned a home at
Priest Lake that we'd bought back in
1952. So, we decided to return and live
there year-round for a number of
years. 11
In the winter months, the only
way in and out from their home was
by snowmobile. But they used the
silence and isolation to their advantage,
writing two books about the Priest Lake
area and the people who lived there.
"There .was no electricity,,, says
Catherine, "so I typed the entire
manuscript of our first book on a

manual typewriter. 11
That book, North of the Narrows,
was published in 1981 by the
University Press of Idaho and has been
reprinted half a dozen times. Their
second book was a collection of oral
histories called Panhandle Personalities
and was also published the by the
University Press of Idaho in 1984.
When they weren't at Priest Lake,
the Simpsons traveled around the U.S. and to other countries. Their oldest son
is a stockbroker in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, and the younger son an
orthopedic chiropractor in Portland,
Oregon. Their daughter continued to
live in Africa until she passed away in
1986. They enjoyed a number of trips
there, and were with their son-in-law to
comfort him when he was devastated
by his wife's death.
"There have been ups and downs,,,
says Catherine, "but we've lived a rich
life and wouldn't change a thing we've
done."
Since 1989, the two have lived in
Spokane during the winter and at Priest
Lake in the summer. After watching a
Bloomsday run in 1989, they decided
to do the race the next three years.
Always on the go, Catherine has
maintained an active civic life, serving
as a docent at Spokane's historic
Campbell House and as president of
Eastern's Tawanka alumni group. She
and Claude have also been volunteers
at the Priest Lake Museum and the
public library there.
Because the Simpsons lived in
Pullman for nearly 30 years and had
strong ties to WSU, some might ask
why they chose to be a part of Eastern's
Legacy Society. The answer, says
Catherine, is simple.
"Our years in Pullman were good
ones," says Catherine, "and we've
helped them out at WSU, too, but
Cheney is where we got our start. To
begin with, they took us in when we
couldn't afford to go elsewhere. Eastern
is where we got the education that
allowed us to do all the wonderful
things we've done throughout our lives.
Besides, there's something about a small
college or university that a larger school
can't provide - that feeling of
belonging, of being accepted. It's not
like we've got a fortune or anything,
but we had enough that we could
afford to give something back to the
place that gave us our start.
"Claude just turned 90 and I'm 85;
fortunately, we've enjoyed good health
throughout our lives. And it's been a
very interesting, very full and active life
that we've spent together.,,
If that's not a legacy to leave
behind, what is?
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co lege credits for
my work and life
experience."

-Jim B099s
Director of
Human Resources
at Spokane ·
Mental Health

IT'S TIME to come to
Eastern Washington
University. We give you
college credit for your
life experiences. The
courses you need are
offered downtown in
the evening and on
weekends. You design
your ·own degree
program.

The Liberal Studies
Program at Eastern.
Call (509) 359-2402.

It's time.

EASTERN
WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY

/·

A

u M N

L
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President's Me~ge
•

"A living thing is distinguished
from a dead thing by the multiplidty
of the changes at any moment taking
place in it.
Herbert Spencer (1820-1903),
English philosopher
Prindples of Biology

•
•
:

Yes, just like everything going on
around us, your association must
change to suit the needs of our
constituents and our university~
We have set four major goals for
this volunteer organization that we
wish to achieve during the next two
years. Our efforts and resources will
focus on:
• prospective student programs
• scholarships
• friend-making
• enhancing Eastern and alumni
traditions.
We have established an alumni
hospitality and meeting room in the
remodeled Showalter auditorium area
(Showalter 201). I would like to thank
Eastern's president, Marshall
Drummond, for making this a reality.
We now have a place on campus we
can call Olll" own and a display area for
the wonderful memorabilia from our
distinguished alums.
I'd also like to thank our outgoing
board members for their hard work
and dedication to this association over
the years. You will be missed, but not
forgotten. Best of luck with your new
endeavors.
Please feel free to contact me with
any suggestions you may have to make
our alumni association a stronger, more
responsive organization. I look forward
to your input.

•
•
•

11
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•

•

•

•

Results of Alumni ~ e n t
Survey

principles and methods
• • understanding and applying
quantitative methods
The Office of Academic Assessment at
•
•
defining
and solving problems
Eastern is charged with tracking alumni
• • ability to lead
of Eastern and assessing employment
histories, comparative salary levels and • • readiness for a career
• • working cooperatively in a group
overall satisfaction with the
• • understanding and appreciating the
development of cognitive skills as
arts
precursors to their employment.
• • understanding the interaction of
The latest such survey was
society and the environment
administered in 1995 and 1996 and
•
recognizing
their responsibilities,
was composed of 49 questions designed •
rights
and
privileges as a citizen
to measure a variety of post-graduate
outcomes.
When compared to responses
Following are some highlights of
• generated by the American College
the assessment survey.
• Testing Program, national norms and .
• other Washington state institutions of
Primary Activity of Graduates
• higher education, Eastern's alumni
• satisfaction with skill development was
Of graduates surveyed...
• equal to or greater in all areas except
• 84% were employed
• ability to solve problems and readiness
• 12.1 % were continuing their
• for a career.
education ·

• • 4.5% were unemployed

Income
• Three years following graduation, the
• median income of 1992-93 graduates
• was between $2,100 and $2,499 a
month. One year following graduation,
• the median income of both 1993-94
• graduates and 1994-95 graduates was
between $1,700 and $1,899 a month.
•
Median Income by College
Surveys of graduates from the Colleges
• of Business and Public Administration
• and the College of Science,
Mathematics, and Technology showed
• that they earned more per month than
• graduates from the College of Letters,
• Arts and Social Sciences and the College
• of Education and Human
Development.
•
Need for Bachelor's Degrees for
·•
Current Employment
• • Just over 54% of graduates surveyed
Jack Fallis •
said a bachelor's degree was required
President, EWUAA •
for their job.
jfallis@gfcu.com • • About 28% of graduates surveyed said
a bachelor's degree was helpful but
not required.
1997 EWU Homecoming
• • Only 18.4% of graduates surveyed
Make plans now to attend 1997
said a bachelor's degree was not
Homecoming events at Eastern.
required for their current
While you're here:
'
employment.
• Tour our new Kennedy Library
• See the grand new Showalter
Satisfaction With Development of
Auditorium
Generic Cognitive Skills
• Watch the Eagles play football
Fourteen areas of satisfaction were
• surveyed. These included:
• Enjoy Homecoming food and fun
• • effectiveness of writing and speaking
See You on October 24 and 25, 1997
• • critical analysis of written material
(Contact the Alumni Office about
• • earning independently
special reunion arrangements)
• • understanding and applying scientific

Student Leaders Honored
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•·
•
•

The eighth annual Student Leadership
Awards Event was held April 29 to
recognize and honor outstanding
leadership capabilities demonstrated by
Eastern Washington University students.
This year's recipients were:
Krista Nicole Andrizzi
Colin H. Clark
Cynda L. Daugherty
Casi R. Densley .
Dean Dunham
Lori Ann Elston
Roderick Milton Givens
Desiree K. Higgins
Christina Lee Hayes
Linda Lewis
Cristin Kay McEnnerney
Juris M. Milestone
Mike Russell
Brian W. Scott II
Evi Leona Snyder
Jana L. Suko
Jennifer A, Thompson
Kristie M. Traver
Ryan James Uhlenkott
Laura Wickre

Eastern graduates employed by the
• Boeing Company. The first was a
• holiday reception held at the T.A.
Wilson Conference Center Longacres
• Customer Services Training Center in
• Tukwila, Washington on Thursday, ·
December 12, 1996. The second
• reception was held Thursday, May 1,
• 1997 at the Everett Boeing Plant and
was followed by a tour of the Boeing
• 777 plant.

Student Mini-grants Awanled
• Each year, 10 mini-grants ($250 each) are
presented to assist students with special
projects in the categories of Student
• Academic Projects and Campus Projects.
Following are the names of the 1996-97
• mini-grant winners and their respective
• projects.
Dean Dunham, ASEWU Council
• student leadership retreat on campus and
• in Yakima.
Laura Toussaint, Mother Theresa's
• Missionaries of Charity volunteer in
• Calcutta, India.
Robin Steptoe, United States Institute
• of Theatre Technology conference in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, for costume
design.
Gordon Abild, United States Institute
of Theatre Technology conference in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, for technical
• theatre direction.
EWU Student Athletic Trainers,
• presentation on aquatic therapy at the
• Northwestern Athletic Trainers'
Association·district meeting in Moscow,
• Idaho.
Brandon Kyle- Rudd, survey of
marketing practices and technology
• awareness of individual artists in
Spokane.
Linda Lewis, research environmental
• influence on grocery store consumer
behavior and advertising in Spokane.

Alumni Calendar
Sprlng/Summer/Fall 1997

Board Meetings
June 21, Saturday, Cheney campus,
EWUAA Exec. Bel. Mtg & Full Bel. Mtg.
The Alumni Association believes that • October 26, Sunday, EWUAA Exec. Bd.
recognizing leadership skills will
Mtg. & Full Bd. Mtg.
encourage students to. cultivate their
Events of Interest
talents and gain leadership experience.
May 30, Friday, Spokane - CBPA
We believe this cultivation of leadership
Awards Dinner. For more
skills will result in more enlightened and
information, call (509)358-2237.
committed citizens and improved
June 14, Saturday, Cheney Campus,
community leadership.
EWU Commencement ceremonies
October 25, Saturday, Cheney
Boeing Company Alumni
• Campus, '97 Homecoming activities

Honored

• The EWU Alumni Association and
• EWU president Marshall E. Drummond •
Note: Please see Sports page for several
• hosted two alumni receptions honoring • other dates of interest to alumni.
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CLASS NOTES
The 1930s

• his passion of youth, art. He has built his
• dream house overlooking a beach in
• Longbranch, Wash.

'36 Mary Mills Wegner, education, is
enjoying life in Naples, Florida. She lives in a
retirement community that reminds her of
living in the dorms when she lived in Cheney.
She is required to sign out when she leaves
and sign in when she comes back.

•
•
•
•

The 1940s
'49, '53 Phillip Grub, business, has been
listed in the 1997-98 "Guide to Public Policy
Experts," a publicatio n of the Heritage
Foundation. Grub is currently the Distinguished Executive in Residence at Eastern.

The 1960s
'60 Daniel T. Maggs, sociology, is a Spokane
County District Court judge. He has run
unopposed in this p osition since 1979. He sits
one day per week as the Cheney Municipal
Court Judge and is actively involved in his
career and his community.
'64 Joseph Barrow, studio art, after 30 years
in the U.S. Army is turning his attention to

'67 Nancy Ward, education, is an English
teacher at Shelton (Wash.) High School. She
has been teaching for 24 years, 18 of which
have been at Shelton High.

'68 Corinne Anderson, music, taught music in
Washington, California and Nevada before
taking a music position at Bilkent University Prep
• School in Ankara, Turkey, in 1995. Next year she
• will teach elementary music at Mont Kiara
• International School in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
•
•

•
•
•
•

'68 Robin R. Barcus Oos, English, is an
insurance agent with Allstate Insurance in the
Spokane Valley. She and her husband Robert
are enjoying golf and being empty-nesters.

· The 1970s

• '75 Mary Kierstein, recreation administra• tion, is the director of admissions for the
Miller Healthcare Center in Kankakee, Illinois.
She received her doctorate in veterinary
medicine from WSU. She lives in Herscher,
• Illinois, with her husband Ken and their four
• teenage sons.
• '77 Richard Clarkson, studio art, teaches the
• third and fourth grade at St. Rose of Lima
• Catholic School in Cheney.
• '79 Joyce Gardner, education, retired after a
• 17-year teaching career at Creston School,
• Creston, Wash. She has taught kindergarten
through the third grade and served as a part• time librarian.
•
•
•
•
•

We hope you'll take a moment to
peruse this issue's listings and
consider calling on these fellow
Eastern grads when in need of the
products and services they offer.
H you'd like to share news about
products or professional
services with more than 65,000
college-educated readers, give us a
call at 359-2396. This listing service
is available for a surprisingly low
cost (about one penny to reach each
20 readers) so take advantage now
while space is available.

your

y.

Spokane International
Translation

& Language Services, Inc.
315 W. Mission #10 Spokane, WA 99201

'82/'88 Patsy Guglielmino, education/
master's in education, is the school administrator at the Northport School. Her position
will be a combined role of principal and
superintendent. She plans to use a team
approach.

•
•

'83 Raymond L. Hanshew, personnel
management, is a U.S. Navy Lt. Commander.
He is based in Miramar, Calif.

• '84 Terry Duty, earth science, is principal at
• Tahoma High School in Tacoma, Wash. Duty
• began teaching at Tahoma High as a science
• teacher in 1984 and became assistant
principal in 1993. Duty's master's degree is in
school administration from the University of
• Washington.

• '80 Denise Carey, management, has earned
• the international designation of Certified City
• Recorder. This prestigious award recognizes
her professional competency in fulfilling the
responsibilities of her office. She has coached
• the high school varsity basketball team for
• nine years. This year she is also coaching her
daughter's sixth grade basketball team. She
lives in Estacada, Ore.

ALUlvlNI PRC>DU,CTS &

•
•
•
•
•
•

'83 Jeffrey R. Johnson, marketing, is a
• regional sales manager for Vodavi Communi• cations Systems in Florida and the Caribbean.
• He. would like to say "Hi!" to all his friends
• from the early '80s at EWU.

'79 Kenneth Housden, master of public
administration, is director of Everett Transit in
Everett, Wash. He was recently honored as
Distinguished Alumnus of the year by EWU's
College of Business and Public Administration.

· The 1980s

• '72 Eileen R. (McClendon) Wolford,
• education, is a co-director with her husband,
• William, of two large childcare centers in
• Walla Walla, Wash. They have a childcare
facility on the campus of Walla Walla
• Community College and a second one at the
• Western Washington VA Hospital for
• employees of the hospital and Washington
State Penitentiary.

Continuing.this issue, ~erspective
offers a Products and Services
Directory featuring EWU alumni who
own businesses or offer professional
services from Inland Northwest
locations.

• '81 David-R. Marlin, radio/television, is a
• videographer at Marlin Video Productions,
Ltd. He is a freelance video news gathering
specialist. He lives in Spokane with his wife
• and business partner, Donlee.

• '84 Kerrie}. (Nevin) Stephenson, radio/
• television, is in charge of drug prevention and
• traffic safety efforts in Okanogan County. Her
• department provides education, presentations
• and funding to schools, organizations,
workplace, agencies, etc. She runs the N.W.
DUI Victim/Survivors panel in Grant &
Okanogan counties.

SERVICES

\Ne

Valley Mission
HOMECARE PHARMACY

\\¢U'
t\lC
\all-guage

Medications • Equipment
Supplies • Consultation

bafdetS\

Marta Reyes '90

Providing Language translation services for the medical, legal
and business community. Over 42 languages. Private
tutoring. Video voice-overs.
Traducciones legales, medicas y de negocios. Mas de 42 idiomas.
Clases privadas. Grabaci6n de videos.

Mary Redmond, MBA '84
Owner
12509 E. Mission, Spokane (509) 928-6400

Conveniently located near campus

tt1o-\AS F.LL.J'11ffllLI),..

c~t~l)235-6137
625 B Street
Cheney, WA
99004

(ll~•c

~tNW =

Family Dentistry

of'72

Office Hours
By Appointment

SHOWI
Great food and beverages
Showies' Bistro...
Cheney's newest restaurant

Tom Showalter '87
414 First St., Cheney, WA 99004 (509)235-6294 TShowie@aol.com

COMPUTER
COUNSELING SERVICE, INC.
Consider it done

Computers

Software
Service
Training
Hardware
Networking
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IARRY MOBERG '85

President
14 E. Mission, Spokane, WA 99202
Phone: (509) 326-7030, Fax: (509) 326-6979
email: lmoberg@ccsspokane.com

CLASS N O T £ S :
'85 Scott N. Steele, accounting, is an
associate with the Portland-based Miller,
Nash, Wiener, Hager & Carlsen L.L.P. He
earned his LL.M. in taxation from the
University of Florida College of Law and
earned his law degree at Gonzaga University
School of Law. He is a member of the Oregon
State Bar and is admitted to practice in
Washington and Oregon.
'85 Jerry Uppinghouse, communication
disorders, is working with Big Brothers and
Sisters in Spokane as its first development
director. He has 15 years experience in
nonprofit administration, development and
planned giving.
'86 Martha Lou Wheatley-Billeter, theatre,
is manager of marketing and outreach at
KSPS-TV in Spokane. She has worked in the
broadcast journalism field for 20 years.
'87 Scott Opperud, business administration,
is a CPA with Schoedel & Schoedel in
Spokane. He previously worked in Omak,
Wash., where he specialized in income and
state tax planning and preparation.
'88/'93 Dale Lamphere, education/
administration, is a junior high teacher in the
Spokane Valley. He was recently honored
with an award of excellence in education.
(honored by whom?) He teaches social
studies, science, leadership and physical
education. He also coaches basketball and
serves as adviser to the school's ninth-grade
class. He lives in Cheney.
'88 James Connelly, technology, is a coowner of Lodi Water Company in Chewelah,
Wash. He worked in aerospace before
returning to open a business with his brother.
'88 Raymond L. Hanshew, personnel
management, is a U.S. Navy lieutenant
com mander. His home port is at Naval Air
St atio n in Miramar, Calif. His squadron flies
the E-2C Hawkeye.
'89 Richard Dickman, business administration, is the internal audit director for the West
Contra Costa County School District in
Richmond, Calif. He lives in Walnut Creek,
Calif., with his wife, Nancy.

~--

'89 Nancy J. Shoop Dickman, business
administration, passed the CPA exam in 1993
and is working in the financial management
organ_ization of Bechtel Systems and Infrastructure, Inc., in San Francisco, Calif.

The 1990s
'90 Steve Klock, business administration,
and his wife, Michele Klock, '92 accounting,
are the owners of SoftSell, a computer
software business. The Klocks live in
Redmond, Wash., with their three children.
'91 Mark A. Baker, business administration,
is working on his MBA at Xavier University in
Cincinnati, Ohio. He is a business analyst at
Fidelity Investments and lives in Cincinnati
with his bride, Beth.
'91 Heath A. Lawson, technology, joined the
Marine Corps in April 1991. He is based at
Camp Lejeune and Marine Corps Air Station,
New River, North Carolina.
·
'92 Carrie Hawes-Blythe, education, is an
algebra teacher for the Beaverton School
District. She lives in Oregon City, Ore., with
her husband, Scott.
'92 Val Koehler, biology, recently returned
from Tanzania, Africa, where she was a Peace
Corps volunteer. She is now living in
Wenatchee, Wash., and is taking community

•

college classes while pondering what she will
do next. She is considering a master's program
that would allow her to go overseas again.

•
•
•
•

'92 Dale Myers, business administration, is
employed with Ron Lampers Construction. He •
lives in Burlington, Wash., with his bride,
Sabrina Manuel.

•
•
•
•

'92 Tom Ryse, studio art, is a graphic artist
with Hanna & Associates in Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho.' He previously worked at The Traver
Co, a Seattle design studio.

•

'93 Teresa Gavin, mass communication,
recently joined the advertising agency of
Hanna & Associates in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
She will assist in print production and will be
responsible for maintaining communication
between departments.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'93/'96 Andrea Martinez, communication/
master of social work, is working in the
Upward Bound program, a national yearround program designed to motivate high
school students to develop skills they need to
complete high school and continue in higher
education.

•

'93 Michele Tucker-Morris, education, is
completing a master's degree at Heritage
College. She is a teacher at Lincoln Elementary in Kennewick, Wash. She lives in
Richland, Wash., with her husband, Jeff.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

'93 Rick Biel, master of history, has been
named new administrator of the Moses Lake
Christian School. He lives in Moses Lake,
Wash ., with his wife, Bethany, and their two
children.

•

'93 Brent King, sociology & criminal justice,
participated in five events at this year's
Veterans Games, bringing home silver medals
in the 200 and 800 meter races, a gold in the
1500 meter, fourth place in the SK road race,
and he also played on the basketball team. He
is currently training for the Olympic Games
for handicapped people that will be held in
Australia in four years.

•
•
•
•

'94 Jennifer Boren-Andrews, business
administration, is employed by the Washington Counties Risk Pool. She lives in Olympia
with her husband, Jeff.

•
•
•

'94 Matthew W. Olstad, geology, has been
commissioned to the rank of Navy ensign
after completing Aviation Officer Candidate
School at Naval Aviation Schools Command,
Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Florida.

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

'94 Jamie Weythman-Ackerman, dental
hygiene, is working for Dr. Richard Mehrer
and Dr. Robert Smith. She lives in East
Wenatchee with her husband, Tadd.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'95 Shane A. Bird, education, began his first
teaching job this fall at Chelan Middle School,
Chelan, Wash. He is teaching the seventh
grade.
'95 Jennifer Eaton, early childhood education, is a first-grade teacher at the New Life
Christian School in Ephrata, Wash.
'95 Jack Lippard, theatre, has joined Quinn
Group Advertising and Marketing in
Spokane, Wash., as a copywriter and radio/TV
producer.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

'95 Jennifer Boothe-Muhlbeier, developmental psychology/alcohol & drug studies, is
working on her master's degree in social work
at Eastern. She is working a.s a c}J.emical
dependency counselor and lives in Spokane
with her husband, Jason.
'95 Chris Markofski, early childhood
education, is a kindergarten teacher with the
Liberty School District in Spangle, Wash. He
was recently awarded the Sallie Mae First Class
Teacher award for Washington state.

Show Your Eagle Pride

... with this EWU Alumni Merchandise
Wear us in good health-Alumni
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL.
0 T-Shirt-$20
Color _ _ _ _ Size

T-Shirts

and

Sweatshirts-

Quantity___ Total $ _ __

D Henley-$25

Color _ _ _ _ Size

Quantity___ Total $ _ __

0 Sweatshirt-$30

Color _ _ _ _ Size

Quantity___ Total $ _ __

0 Sweatshirt (Embossed)-$40

Size

Quantity___ Total $ _ __

Drive
us
· crazy-Alumni
License
Plate
BracketStandard size bracket in chrome with red and white lettering.
0 Set-$27
Quantity _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Total $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
0 Single-$15

Quantity _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Total$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Be

a
permanent
fixture-Campus
Bench
Nameplate
BrickRed brick with alumni name (and year of graduation if desired), placed in permanent
benches for campus lawn areas. Print name and graduation year as you wish it to
appear on the brick:
0 Memory Brick-$50
Quantity _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Total $ _ __

•

Display
your
diploma
with
pride-Brass
Diploma..::...
Brass diploma mounted on walnut plaque. Include your graduation year with order.
Print name, graduation year and student identification number (social security num. ber) here for diploma verification:

D Brass Diploma-$65

Quantity _ _ _ _ _ __

Total$ _ __

D Class Under Glass Presentation Framing-Display your diploma, tassel and more
under glass. For information contact EWU Alumni.
Hang · us
up-Showalter
Hall
Limited
Edition
LithographsLithographs of an oil painting by Carl Funseth, well-known Northwest artist. The
scene is a front view of Showalter Hall and the "Herculean" pillars and walls, circa
1940s. Call (800) 237-4433 for ordering information.
Make check payable to EWUAA. Return checks and order to the EWU Alumni Office,
MS-122, Eastern Washington University, 526 5th Street, Cheney, WA 99004-2431. Telephone, tollfree, (888) EWU-ALUM; FAX (509) 359-4229; E-mail igreen@ewu,edu or the
EWU Bookstore at rpound@ewu.edu for other merchandise options.
Name __________________________________
•

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - -
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CLASS N O T E S : Church, the Eastern Star of Davenport, the
• Bluestem Grange, the Washington Association

'95 Beth Zembal, planning, is the permit
technician for the City of Chelan. She had
worked as a planner in Millwood, five miles
outside of Spokane.

'96 RJ Keetch, liberal arts, is currently
working for Assemblyman Dennis Nolan
(Republican of Las Vegas) as an administrative
assistant for the 69th Session in the state
capital of Nevada. He also is involved with
Eastern's Beta Theta Pi Alumni Association.

In Memoriam
'18 Shirley K. Ott died November 1996. She
taught for two years in the Ritzville area in
one-room schools. She was a member of
Trinity Lutheran Church, the Ritzville Zenith
Chapter of the Order of the Eastern Star, the
P.E.O. Sisterhood and the Neighborly
Neighbors and was an honorary member of
the Pullman Kappa Kappa Gamma Alumni
Association. Memorial contributions may be
made in care of Anne Bailey, 1330 NW Hall
Dr. No. 3, Pullman, WA 99163.

'25 Dorothy R. Prophet, teaching certificate,
died February 22, 1997. During WW II Mrs.
Prophet worked at Boeing in Seattle. She lived
in Oregon, the Seattle area and in Spokane.
She was a homemaker.
'25 Helen Setters, teaching certificate, died
December 5, 1996. She taught in Lamont,
Wash., for two years. She farmed in Ewan and
Winona, Wash., until retiring in 1967. She
was a member of the Endicott Congregational
Church, Ewan Grange, Winona Grange and
the Washington State Soil Conservation
Auxiliary. Memorial contributions may be
made to Shriners Hospital for children.
'26 Lilliam M. Allen, education, died
September 27, 1996. She taught in the Amber,
Wash., and the Reardan-Davenport areas. She
was a member of the Cheney Christian
Church and the Rebekah Lodge.
'26 Marie Koreis, teaching certificate, died
February 17, 1997. She taught for several years
in Hay, Wash., and the Cottonwood area near
Chewelah, Wash. She was a member of the
American Association of Retired Persons, the
National Wildlife Federation and the Free
Methodist Church.

'26/'58 Alberta Quinn Miller, teaching
certificate/education, died November 1, 1996.
She was a teacher throughout the Spokane
area and in Bothell, Wash., retiring in 1963.
She was a member of the local, state and
national Retired Teachers Association, and
memorial contributions may l:>e made to that .
organization.
·

of Wheat Growers and P.E.O., a philanthropic
education organization. Memorial contribu• tions may be made to the church or
• Harrington Public Library.
• '33 Alberta M. Moore, education, died
• December 30, 1996. She taught in all three
• Spokane Valley school districts for many
years.
• '34 Marie Buck, education, died January 3,
• 1997. She received a teaching certificate and
• taught school in Plains, Mont., and Kettle
Falls, Wash., before returning to college and
• obtaining her bachelor's degree. She began
• teaching at Pasadena Park Elementary School
• in the Spokane Valley and in the '50s she
• became principal. She retired in 1967. She was
• a member of the Spokane Chapter of Delta
• Kappa Gamma.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'35 Dr. Charles Richard Nelson, education,
died January 16, 1997. Mr. Nelson received his
master's and doctorate degree at Columbia
University in New York. He taught school in
the Seattle area and was a superintendent in
Houston, Texas, from 1950 to 1977. He is a
life member of the American Association of
School Administrators. He was a member of
the Hemet, Calif., Lions Club for 45 years . He
is a former member oI the 1-Iemet N oon
Timers and Breakfast Clubs. Memorial
donations may be made to Hemet Hospice,
• 890 W. Stetson Ave., Ste B, Hemet, CA 92543 .

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• '36 Helen Frances V. Bowlsby, education/
• home economics, died October 22, 1996. She
• taught grade school in Spokane and
Clarkston, Wash. She was an officer in the
• American Cancer Society and on the board of
• directors of Camp Fire Boys and Girls.
'39 Earl Lybecker, education, died November
25, 1996. He taught in Ritzville before joining
the Air Force as a physical training instructor.
He was discharged in 1946 and began work as
a cost accountant for Pacific Northwest Bell.
He worked there 29 years, retiring in 1975. He
• . was a member of Sand Point Cou ntry Club
• and Telephone Pioneers.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

'28 Ruth Hazel Chase, teaching_ certificate,
died September 21, 1997. She taught school
in various eastern Washington locations. She ·
and her husband farmed in the Spokane area
for many years. Memorial contributions may
•
be made to the Chase Family Memorial
.•
Scholarship at Freeman (Wash.) High School. . •
'28 Pearl (Haire) Russell, teaching certifi•
cate, died August 12, 1996. She was·a teacher
•
and later became a .homemaker. She was a
•
member of the YWCA Auxiliary, the Ladies
•
League of Hoquiam; Wash.,_Pullman Feder•
ated Garden Club, Pullman Women's Golf
Club, Pullman Nile Club, Crescent Chapter
•
No. 53 of the Order 'of Eastern Star, American
•
Association of Retired Persons, Pullman Senior ·•
Citizens and the Presbyteri_a n Church.
'31 Mary Lybecker, education, died August
19, 1996. She taught school until her
retirement in 1971. She was a member of the
Harrington Community Congregational

'34 /'61 Mary Elizabeth Heimbigner,
teaching certificate/BAE, died September 1,
1996. She began teaching in a one-room
school in Molson, Wash. She lived in Odessa,
Wash., for 40 years and taught English in the
junior high school. She was Past Worthy
Matron of the Odessa Chapter and Past Grand
Representative to New Hampshire of the
Washington Grand Chapter, Order of Eastern
Star. She served as Mother Advisor of the
Odessa Assembly, Order of Rainbow for Girls
and was a member of the Readers Club and
the Odessa Library Board.

•
•
•

'41/54 Barbara Herman, teaching certificate/
psychology, died in February 1996, after
teaching for 3 7 years. She became director of
the Specific Language Disability Program in
Renton, Wash., in 1965. She trained teachers
from all over the country in the Slingerland
method for language disabilities. She was a
member and director in the Slingerland
. Association and past president of the local
Orton Society for the remediation of Specific
Language Disability. She was awarded the
Golden Acorn by the Renton City Council for
achievements in education and was listed in
the Who's Who of American Educators.
'41 Charles Laverne Honn, education, died
February 1, 1997. He served in the Air Force
during WWII and retired as a lieutenant
colonel. When he returned from the war he
attended the University of Southern Califor_nia and received a master's degree in educa-.
tion. He began teaching in El Rio, Calif., and
·moved in 1952 to the Pleasant Valley School
District in Camarillo, Calif. He became

• principal in 1954 and served as superinten• dent of that district from 1957 to 1978. He
was active in the Rotary Club and was a
founder of the Rotary Track Meet. He was
Camarillo's Man of the Year in 1989.
• '49 Adeline Reames, early childhood
• education, died February 23, 1997. She taught
• in Spokane School District for 26 years.
'51 Thomas L. Barton, education, died
September 12, 1996. He taught at Columbia
Basin Community College and was a professor
of English at Washington State University for
20 years. He was a member of the National
Council of Teachers of English, supervised the
• English language program for the state of
• Washington and was a cofounder of the
• Inland Northwest Writing Project.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'58 Sylvia W. James, master's in education,
died October 20, 1996. She taught school in
Ohio for 12 years and in Spokane for 24 years.
She was named Washington State Home
Economics Teacher of the Year in 1975, the
same year she retired. She was a member of
Holy Trinity Lutheran Church and numerous
professional associations.

•
•
•
•
•

'61 Wayne Spence, communications, died
July 7, 1996. He was a special education
teacher and also operated a restaurant. He
served as legislative chairman of the Washington State Council of Adult Family Homes.
Spence served in the Marine Corps during the
Korean War.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'64 Richard (Dick) C. Stannard, education,
died September 4, 1996, from complications
of a stem cell transplant for multiple myeloma. He was employed by Spokane School
District 81 as a principal at Audubon Elementary. His wife, Susan, was a '63 E\,VU grad.
Their son, Jeffrey, graduated from Eastern in
1990 and their daughter, Julie, was a '92 grad.

•
•
•
•

'68 Marcia Rae Myhre-Hayne, psychology,
died November 30, 1996. She worked for
Medical Service Corporation in the Spokane
Valley.

galleries. She was a member of the Northern
California nation of the Yurok. Memorial
contributions may be made to the American
Cancer Society.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'85 Patrick Ormsby, education, died January
30, 1997, of cancer. He was a congressional
aide for Senator Patty Murray and for former
Congressman Tom Foley. He worked as
Foley's chief assistant for agriculture, housing,
welfare and appropriations. He was Murray's
assistant for eastern Washington issues.

•
•
•
•

'92 Robert Byron Brownlee, communications, died December 14, 1996. Memorial
contributions may be made to the University
of Washington Cancer Center.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'93 Nicholas T. Curtis, psychology, died
January 1, 1997. He was enrolled in a graduate
program at the University of North Dakota
where he was studying for his doctorate
degree in psychology. He was a member of
Fouler Methodist Church. Memorial contributions may be made to the Nicholas T. Curtis
Memorial Fund, Psychology Department,
EWU Foundation, Mail Stop 16, Cheney, WA
99004-9975.

• '95 John Snizik, general studies, died January
• 7, 1997. He worked for Food Services of
• America for many years. He was proud to have
• climbed Mount Rainier. Memorial contribu• tions may be made to Hospice of Spokane.

. Staff & Faculty
• Morris Riblett died in November 1996. He
• worked as a custodian at Eastern until his
• retirement in 1982.
Russel Smith died October 7, 1996. He retired
• as professor of accounting emeritus in 1980.

• '71 Ronald D. Grimm, business administra• tion, died in December 1996. He was a bus
• driver, bus driver trainer and first aid
instructor for the Cheney School District. He
was a member of the Cheney Rodeo Associa• tion and several team penning associations.
• Memorial contributions may be made to the
• Heart Institute of Spokane or the Spokane
Guild School.
·•
• '72/'76 Marilyn Kimble, psychology/
• master's special education, died February 21,
• 1997. She taught in Plummer, Idaho, at the
· • Panhandle Child Development Center and in
• Spokane at Education Service District 101. She
• was a director of state services regional
• projects. Memorial contributions may be
• made to the Inland Empire Special Olympics
• in care of Washington Special Olympics, 2150
N. 107th Ave, Ste 220, Seattle, WA 98133
•
•
•
•
•

'72 Carol Joanne Reynolds, social work, died
August 12, 1996. She worked for St. Luke's
Rehabilitation Institute in Spokane for 16
years. She established and managed the
medical records department. She was a
member of St. John's Lutheran Church.

• '78 Robert A. Woolery, journalism, died
• January 30, 1997. He was a writer of short
• stories and theses. He served in the U.S. Army
• and was a disabled veteran.
• '82 Earl David Brady, accounting, died
• September 25, 1997. He worked as an
accountant for the state of Washington Social
and Rehabilitation Services in Spokane. He
was a member of the Eagles Lodge.

•
•
•
•

'84 Laura Jordan, radio/television, died
February 13, 1997, of breast cancer. During
her illness, she learned the art of pine-needle
basket weaving from her grandmother. Her
Native-American art can be seen in art
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Don't·
Sit Home!
Learn PC Skills

Word, Wordperfect, Lotus,
Excel, Pagemaker,
Powerpoint, Keyboarding
and more

Call Today • Start Tomorrow
Day, Evening and Saturday Classes

465~1200

•
umon1x

LEARNING CENTERS
Now In Coeur d'Alene
664-8958
Financing Available

__,_

Call [or Alumni
Award Nominations
The EWU Alumni Association presents
awards to outstanding alumni throughout the
year.
If you know someone who deserv!3s
special recognition .- for his or her contributions to the university or community - we
urge you to nominate that person for one of
these awards.
Distinguished Alumnus Award - Honors
individuals for exceptional lifetime contributions
to their professional and/or their community and
country. Nominees must b.e EWU alumni.
Alumnus Achievement Award Recognizes individuals for achievement in their
professional field or in personal community
endeavor. Nominees must be EWU alumni.
Alumnus Service Award - Honors nonalumni for exceptional service to the university
and/or honors alumni for service to the
universr.y or community.
Please submit resumes to the EWU
Alumni· Office MS-16, Eastern Washington
University, 526 5th St., Cheney, WA 990042431 . Or call (509) 359-6303.

Were you in Eastern
Washington, North Idaho or
Northeastern Oregon
between 1944 and 1972?
If s o, y ou may have been
downwind or downriver from the
Hanford Nuclear Site in southeastern Washington state.
Information about your health
and experiences is valuable to
others who want to learn how
Hanford affected the lives of
people in the Northwest.
Contact the Hanford Health
Information Archives to get a personal health information questionnaire. You can also donate
photographs, letters, diaries ,
medical rec.ords, and written,
tape recorded or videotaped
recollections·.The Archives' staff
wm help you firid out what other
people. hav~ donated ..

Hanford l:lealth lnformaUon
.Archives

,

~

. --

· Foley Center Library
Gonzaga University MSC-95
E. 502 Boone Ave.
Spokane, WA 99258-0095
telephone: 1-800-799-HHIA (4442)
or (509) 324-5932
fax: (509) 324-5930
e-mail: hhia@foley.gonzaga.edu
World Wide Web: http://www.
foley.gonzaga.edu/hhiahome.html

~?~~~~~
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• Eastern Washington University
: Cheney, WA 99004-2431

and Help a Student Soar
'W · 1 · ;J,/ • ;J,/ • '1:, • 'R.

1JJ J

-

'Erl/Pr~
.gotdov sfwutrut.j ' F ~ t .Award

There's something new on the road! Brand new Eagle license plates
are showing up all over the place. Under a law passed by the 1994 state
legislature, you can now buy special EWU plates for just $30 above the
cost of a standard issue plate.
Best of all, a full $28 of that $30 will go towards scholarships for
EWU students. To order yours, just visit any local vehicle licensing agency.
They'll have all the details.

Go ahead. Give your car a shiny new plate, give your Eastern spirit a
lift, and help a student aim for the stars.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eastern Alumni Update
Please return this form (or a photocopy) to: ·EWU Alumni Office, MS-16
Eastern Washington University
526 5th St., Cheney, WA 99004-2431

•
•
•

University Administration
• President
• Dr. Marshall E. Drummond
• Senior Vice President and Provost
• James I. Hoffman
Vice President for Business and Finance
Michael S. Stewart
Vice President for Advancement
Jane A. Johnson
• EWU Alumni Association
• 1997 Executive Committee
• Jack Fallis, President
• Spencer Sherwood, Vice President
• Kerry Lynch, Past President
• Susan Schwasnick, Secretary
• Kathy Sawtells, Treasurer
• Dean Dunham, ASEWU President
• Isabelle Green, EWUAA Executive Director
• Jane Johnson, Vice PresideHt for Advancement

Change of Address Information (Include label from this issue, if possible.)

ALUMNI VOLUNTEER INFORMATION
If you are interested in becoming active with our organization, in assisting with an
event in your area, or have information for our alumni news notes, please fill in the
form below and return ·it to the EWU Alumni office.

•
•

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Phone (day)_ _ _ _ (Home)_ _ __

•
•
•
•

Area of Interest _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Eastern Washington University is a member of the
National Council for the Advancement and Support
of Education (CASE) .
Board of Trustees
Jean L. Beschel
Alfred L. Brisbois
John V. Geraghty, Jr.
Joe W. Jackson, Chair
James L. Kirschbaum, Vice Chair
Michael C. Ormsby
Julian J. Torres, Jr.

Name ______________________________
Name at Graduation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Current Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Employer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position/fitle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home Phone_ _ _ _ _ _ _Business Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
EWU Degree(s) Earned'--_~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Year _ _ _ _ __
Dept/Major _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student ID Number (Soc. Security#) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
News for Alum Notes

Director of Alumni
Relations - Isabelle Green
Director of Communication
Services - Rose Poirot
Editor -Joh n Soen n ichsen
Contributing Writers - Dave Cook,
Stefanie Pettit, Olivia Dugan
Graphics - Eric Galey, John Paxson
Photographer - Eric Galey
Typesetting - Dan Davie
PERSPECTIVE is published three. times a year by
Office of Communication Services, MS-123, Eastern
Washington University, 526 5th St., Cheney, WA
99004-2431, and distributed free to alumni &
friends.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS information, news for class
notes and other alumni correspondence should be
sent to Isabelle Green, Alumni Office, MS-122,
Eastern Washington University, 526 5th St.,
Cheney, WA 99004-2431 , phone (509) 359-6303.
FAX: (509) 359-4229. E-mail: igreen@ewu.edu.
LETTERS, COMMENTS AND QUERIES should be
directed to Perspective Editor, MS-123, Eastern
Washington University, 526 5th St., Cheney, WA
99004-2431, phone (509) 359-2396. FAX: (509) 3594701. E-mail: jsoennichsen@ewu.edu.

•
•
•
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Board of Directors
William Belden
Martha Lou
Wheatley-Billeter
Dj Calkins
Eric Christensen
Hillery CampbellChristensen
Mark Craze
Dr. John Douglas
Dean Dunham
Bruce Ellis

Jack Fallis
Kerry Lynch
Steve Magallan
Allen Matsumoto
Karen Raver
Patty St. John
Kathy Sawtells
Susan Schwasnick
Spencer Sherwood
Jeffry Tomson
Clarke Veach

